
 

Oak Lodge Water District Office 
14496 SE River Road 
Oak Grove, OR 97267 

May 16, 2017 at 5:00 p.m. 
 

Members of the public are welcome to testify for a maximum of three minutes on each agenda item. 

     
1. Call to Order and Flag Salute 

 
2. Executive Session 

Convene Executive Session under ORS 192.660(2)(a) to consider the 
employment of a public officer, employee, staff member or individual 
agent. 

3. Adjourn Executive Session 
 
4. Watershed Health Education Program Presentation from Rex Putnam 

Students 
 
5. Call for Public Comment 
 
6. Discussion on Desired General Manager Traits 
 
7. Field Operations Presentation 
 
8. Consideration of Approval of IGA with NCCWC 
 
9. Water Building Remodel and Site Space Planning Presentation 
 
10. District Health Insurance Benefits Provider Recommendation 

 
11. Consent Agenda 

• March and April 2017 Financial Reports 



o Approval of Sanitary March and April 2017 Check Run 
o Approval of Water March and April 2017 Check Run 

• April 18, 2017 Board Meeting Minutes 
 

12. Department Reports 
• Sanitary Operations 
• Water Operations 
• Technical Services 

 
13. Business from the Board 

14. Adjourn 



o Approval of Sanitary March and April 2017 Check Run 
o Approval of Water March and April 2017 Check Run 

 April 18, 2017 Board Meeting Minutes 
 

12. Department Reports 
 Sanitary Operations 
 Water Operations 
 Technical Services 

 
13. Business from the Board 

14. Adjourn 



 

 

 

 
AGENDA ITEM 

    
Agenda Item:   Executive Session 
Item No.:    2  
Presenters:   Board Members        
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background: 
 
Convene Executive Session under ORS 192.660(2)(a) to consider the employment 
of a public officer, employee, staff member or individual agent. 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 
AGENDA ITEM 

    
Agenda Item:   Adjourn Executive Session 
Item No.:    3 
Presenters:   Board Members        

 
Background: 
 
Adjourn Executive session and make any necessary motions as a result of 
Executive Session discussions. 

 
 
 



 

 
STAFF REPORT 

    
To:   Board of Directors 
From:   Lara Christensen, Support Services Specialist 
Agenda Item:   Watershed Health Education Program Presentation from Rex Putnam 

Students 
Item No.:    4 
Date:   May 10, 2017 
_______________________________________________________________________
    
Action Requested: 
 
No action requested. 
 
Background:  
 
The District's Watershed Protection Program leverages the Watershed Health Education Program 

(WHEP) strategy to achieve its goals of overall watershed health, protection, enhancement, 

and restoration stewardship.  This year, Oak Lodge Water Services partnered with Rex Putnam 

High School and “Dig In” Community, a restoration and community-building non-profit.  

 

WHEP goals fit the local and national standards for science education as well as providing 

students with best practices education including: Active participation in experiential learning 

through field- and school-based activities; develop awareness of regional water quality issues; 

increase knowledge of watershed boundaries and related ecosystem processes; enhance critical 

thinking skills and problem solving abilities relevant to human interactions with natural systems.  

 

This presentation is part of the package of deliverables from the WHEP. 

 



 

 

 

 
AGENDA ITEM 

 
    
Agenda Item:   Public Comment Period 
Item No.:    5    
Presenters:   N/A        
 
Members of the public are invited to address the Board on any relevant topic.  The Board 
may elect to limit the total time available for public comment or for any single speaker 
depending on meeting length. 
 



 

 

 

 
BOARD ITEM 

 
    
From:   Board of Directors 
Agenda Item: Discussion on Desired General Manager Traits 
Item No.: 6  
Date:    May 16, 2017 
 

 
 
During this time, the Board will openly discuss their opinions and findings from Staff on what traits 
they plan seek out in the new General Manager of the District. 
 



 

 

 

 
STAFF REPORT 

 
    
Agenda Item:   Field Operations Presentation 
Item No.:    7   
Presenters:   Todd Knapp, Rich Ludlow       

 
 
This presentation is an overview of Water and Sanitary Field Operations functions and purpose. 
 
Presentation agenda: 
 
Todd Knapp – Water Field Operations 10 minutes 
 
Rich Ludlow – Sanitary Field Operations 10 minutes 
 
All – Questions/discussion   10 minutes 
 



 
 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 

To:   Board of Directors 
From:   Kelly Stacey, Finance Director 
Agenda Item No: 8 
Date:     May 16, 2017 

 
 
Action Requested: 
 
Staff requests that the Board approve the Intergovernmental Agreement with the North 
Clackamas County Water Commission to preform financial and administrative functions.   
 
Background: 
 
Oak Lodge Water District has performed management, financial and administrative services for 
the North Clackamas Water Commission (NCCWC) since 2004 through an intergovernmental 
agreement.  With the recent changes in management and the Board, staff is asking the Board to 
approve a new IGA that would update the desired services for the NCCWC. The attached IGA 
would replace an existing IGA with Oak Lodge Water District for financial services.  The revised 
IGA allows for proper accounting of services and costs.  The IGA preserves the existing use of 
Oak Lodge Water Services Staff of these services. This sets forth 10% of the staff person’s time 
assigned as Finance Director, plus additional staff to provide periodic financial and 
administrative support. Attachment A of the document outlines the duties that will be provided.   
 
NCCWC approved the IGA at their meeting on April 27, 2017. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
Staff recommends approval of the attached IGA approving Oak Lodge Water Services to 
provide financial and administrative support to NCCWC.   
 
 
 











 

 

 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 

    
Agenda Item:   Water Building Remodel and Site Space Planning Presentation 
Item No.:    9 
Presenters:   Jason Rice, Interim General Manager       

 
 
Background  
 
Staff has working with an Architect to remodel the existing Water Building. During this check-in 
with the Board, the latest Building Plans will be presented along with a plan for how the site will 
accommodate all Field Operations Staff in the future. 
 
Action 
 
Based on the materials presented and the conversation that ensues, staff would like direction 
from the Board that the project is on the correct path. 
 



 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 

    
To:   Board of Directors 
From:   Jason Rice, Interim General Manager  
Agenda Item:   District Health Insurance Benefits Provider Recommendation 
Item No.:    10 
Date:   May 10, 2017 
 

 
    
Background 
 
As a result of the consolidation, Management was tasked with the task of finding the District 
employees one single insurance provider. Prior to the consolidation the Sanitary District used the 
Oregon Educators Benefit Board (OEBB), while the Water District used Special Districts Insurance 
Services (SDIS).  
 
Beginning in Bargaining for an updated AFSCME Contract, it was mentioned that contained within 
the old Oak Lodge Sanitary District Bargaining Contract that a Benefits Review Committee should 
meet to analyze coverage for all employees. Due to the merger, and unique circumstances of 
different enrollment periods, Management felt it was in the best interest of the District that only OEBB 
and SDIS (with Brown and Brown as an agent) be analyzed as viable options in order to limit the 
overall impact to staff. 
 
While the Benefit Review Committee was not charged with making a recommendation, it did however 
analyze differences in coverage under the two entities. There were differences in what areas where 
the most important to various members, such as low deductibles versus low co-pay’s, in general the 
group looked for the least cost plan with the best coverage. In doing the analysis, it was discovered 
that Brown and Brown was better able to meet the group’s desires. 
 
After this Committee Meeting, both SDIS and OEBB announced their plan cost increases for the 
coming year. While Brown and Brown cost increases were higher that OEBB this year, Brown and 
Brown is still better able to produce better plans (in the opinion of management) at a lower overall 
cost to the District. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Staff recommends using Brown and Brown for the foreseeable future to provide the District with 
reasonable cost health care while maintaining a high quality of coverage. 
 
Sample Motion 
 
“I move that Management enable staff to enroll in health care coverage under Brown and Brown 
Insurance during SDIS’s open enrollment period.” 



 

 

 

 
STAFF REPORT 

 
    
To:   Board of Directors     
From:   Jason Rice, Interim General Manager    
Agenda Item: Consent Agenda 
Item No.:  11    
Date:   April 18, 2017    

 
 
Background: 
The Board of Directors has a standing item on the regular monthly meeting agenda called 
“Consent Agenda.”  This subset of the regular agenda provides for the Board to relegate 
routine business functions not requiring discussion to a consent agenda where all included 
items can be acted upon by a single act.   
 
The Consent Agenda includes: 
 

 March and April 2017 Financial Reports 
o Approval of Sanitary March and April 2017 Check Run 
o Approval of Water March and April 2017 Check Run 

 April 18, 2017 Board Meeting Minutes 

Board members may request to remove an item from the Consent Agenda to discuss 
separately. 
 
Options for Consideration: 
 

1. Approve the consent agenda as listed on the meeting agenda. 
 
2. Request one or more items listed on the consent agenda be pulled from the 

consent agenda for discussion. 
 
Recommendation: 
Approve the items listed under the Consent Agenda. 
 
Sample motion:  “I move to approve the consent agenda.” 
 

Approved ________________   Date______________________ 
 































































































































































































Oak Lodge Water Services District  
Minutes of Regular Meeting 
April 18, 2017 
 
Directors Present  
Jim Martin, Chair 
Susan Keil, Vice Chair  
Lynn Fisher, Director 
Kevin Williams, Director 
Nancy Gibson, Director 
 
Staff Present    
Jason Rice, Interim General Manager 
Kelly Stacey, Finance Director/Deputy General Manager 
Rich Ludlow, Interim Operations Manager 
Todd Knapp, Supervisor 
Jeff Voreis, Senior Accountant 
 
Visitors  
Eric Hofeld, Sunrise Water Authority 
Marty Guenther, OLWSD 
Terry Gibson, Local Resident 
Bob Modina, Local Resident 
Paul Gornick, Local Resident 
Dave Phelps, Local Resident 
John Klum, Local Resident 
Steven Cade, Local Resident 
Scott Constans, Local Resident 
Esmael Neghdi, Local Resident 
Jamie Stangel, Local Resident 
Eugene Whitley, Local Resident 
Thelma Haggenmiller, Local Resident 
Clark Balfour, Cable Huston 
 
Regular Meeting  
 
(1) Call to Order/Pledge of Allegiance  
 

Chair Martin called the regular meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. and Director Keil led 
the pledge of allegiance.  
 

 Budget Presentation  
 

The staff team gave a brief overview of their respective departments and 
forecasted issues for the budget committee applicants.  
 



Oak Lodge Water Services District 
Minutes of the April 18, 2017 Board Meeting 
Page 2 of 5 

Finance Director Stacey stated another meeting with more detail would be held the 
following week. She asked that the budget committee applicants review the 
information they were handed and be prepared with any questions they have at 
that time. Further a follow-up meeting could be held on May 2nd as well as May 9th 
if more time for budget review would be needed otherwise a vote would finalize the 
process.  
 
Stacey also noted three of the five budget members chosen would need to also be 
available for the North Clackamas County Water Commission meetings that occur 
quarterly as representatives of Oak Lodge Water Services.  
  

(2) Public Comment (For non-agenda items)  
   

None. 
 
(3) Government Finance Officers Association Award Acknowledgment 
 

Interim General Manager Jason Rice recognized Senior Accountant Jeff Voreis on 
his hard work with the annual audits/GFOA.  

 
(4) Appointment of Budget Committee Members 
 
 Chair Martin had each applicant introduce themselves and have an open 

discussion allowing for questions of the applicants from the Board. He stated that 
the Board would vote among the 7 applicants, choosing 5 with 2 alternates.   

 
 The voting results designated the Budget Committee members as Paul Gornick, 

Steven Cade, Eugene Whitley, John Klum, and Dave Phelps. The alternates are 
Bob Modina and Terry Gibson.  

 
 The three members designated to the North Clackamas County Water 

Commission are Eugene Whitley, John Klum and Steven Cade.  
 
 (5) Registered Agent Designation and Resolution 2017-08 
 

Interim General Manager Jason Rice asked the Board to approve designating 
himself as the registered agent. Clark Balfour acknowledged the state requires a 
designated person to be the contact for various filings among other important 
functions.  
 
Board Member Williams moved to approve Resolution 2017-08 designating 
Interim General Manager Jason Rice as the registered agent for the Oak 
Lodge Water Services District. Board Member Gibson seconded the motion. 
Ayes:  Fisher, Gibson, Keil, Martin, Williams 
Nays:  None 
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The motion carried 5-0. 
 
(6) Consent Agenda 
 

o March 21, 2017 Regular Meeting Minutes 
o March 23, 2017 Special Meeting Minutes 
o April 6, 2017 Special Meeting Minutes 
o Sanitary March Check Run 
o Water March Check Run 

 
Board Member Keil questioned what the Oregon Education Benefit regarded for 
almost $30,000. Interim General Manager Jason Rice acknowledged it was OEBB, 
the insurance coverage. She further asked about the Stormwater Summit charges 
including hotel stay and Rice noted that it was a planned conference in Bend that 
both himself and Lara Christiansen, the public outreach coordinator, would be 
attending.  
 
Board member Fisher asked for correction of the special meeting minutes to 
change the title of President to Chair.  
 
Board Member Keil moved to approve the consent agenda. Board Member 
Williams seconded the motion. 
Ayes:  Fisher, Gibson, Keil, Martin, Williams 
Nays:  None 
The motion carried 5-0. 

 
(7) Department Reports 
 

o Sanitary Operations 
 
Interim Operations Manager Rich Ludlow commented on the coordination 
with the water staff recently on a project that was very cost savings.  
 

o Water Operations 
 

Supervisor Todd Knapp discussed the updates of the Valley View Project 
as well as establishing the fiber connection between the water building to 
the plant building.  
 

o Technical Services 
 

Interim General Manager Jason Rice gave an update on the architects’ 
progress along with another meeting scheduled May 4th to go over bidding 
with a presumed date of approval being in June. He further updated the 
Board regarding Greg Jones progress including most recently putting 
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together the benefit review committee for union negotiations. Jones is also 
focusing on updating policies in the district.  

 
(8) Business from the Board 

 
Board Member Gibson updated the Board on her recent attendance at the 
Consortium Executive Committee meeting that focused on disaster resiliency 
including the district’s use of hurricane filters. Gibson also spoke on the C-4 
meeting that discussed tiny homes.  
 
Finance Director Kelly Stacey updated the Board on Valic, which required the 
Board to appoint Stacey as the plant administrator.  
 
Board Member Keil moved to appoint Kelly Stacey as the Plant Administrator 
as required by Valic. Board Member Gibson seconded the motion. 
Ayes:  Fisher, Gibson, Keil, Martin, Williams 
Nays:  None 
The motion carried 5-0. 

 
(9) Executive Session 
 
 The Board entered into Executive Session at 6:49 p.m.  
 
 Convene Executive Session under ORS 192.660(2)(a) to consider the 

employment of a public officer, employee, staff member or individual agent, ORS 
192.660(2)(d) to conduct deliberations with persons designated by the governing 
body to carry on labor negotiations, and/or ORS 192.660(2)(f) to consider 
information or records exempt by law from public inspection (ORS 192.502(9) and 
40.225). 

 
Chair Martin reconvened the Board at 6:58 p.m.  

 
(10) Adjourn Executive Session – Board Actions (if necessary) 
 

Board Member Keil moved to approve a temporary increase to both Kelly 
Stacey and Jason Rice that would extend from April 1st until the hire date of 
a new general manager of 7.5% increase on their current salary. Board 
Member Gibson seconded the motion. 
Ayes:  Fisher, Gibson, Keil, Martin, Williams 
Nays:  None 
The motion carried 5-0. 

 
(11) Public Comment 
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Esmail Neghdi spoke to the Board regarding a ‘discrepancy of calculation on the 
EDU plumbing’ of a plaza property he owned on McLoughlin. Interim General 
Manager Jason Rice addressed the Board and customer regarding 
plumbing/fixture movement application process and procedures.  

 
(12) Adjourn 
 Director Martin adjourned the meeting of April 18, 2017 at 8:45 p.m. 
 
 

 
     Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________  __________________________ 
Jason Rice, Interim General Manager  Jim Martin, Chair 



   
 

 

 
SANITARY DIVISION OPERATIONS STAFF REPORT 

 
 
To:   Board of Directors     
From:   Rich Ludlow, Interim Operations Manager    
Agenda Item: Operations Report, April 2017 
Item No.:  12a  
Date:   May 5, 2017  

 

Background: 
The Board has requested updates at the Regular Meetings of the Board on the status of 
the District’s Operations. 

Operations Administration 

On April 17th at 9:46pm, Pump Station #3 at SE Park Ave overflowed during a power 
outage.  One pump was running when the utility failed and the programmable logic 
controller (PLC) continued to run on its battery backup.  The loss of voltage caused the 
PLC to register a motor fault, disable the pump as a protective feature and start the 
other pump.  The electrical load transfer to the to the generator was not complete when 
the second pump also registered a motor fault for the same condition.  Staff responded 
immediately but was not able to reset the pumps within the 14 minutes between the 
power outage and the station overflow.  The station overflowed for approximately 14 
minutes.  The state was notified that an estimated 10,000 gallons entered Kellogg 
Creek.  All reporting requirements were met and details documented.  The PLC 
program has been modified to include a 2-minute delay on the motor fault signal.  The 
generator will start and transfers in less than 1 minute, so these programming 
adjustments will prevent a repeat scenario. 

Consolidation efforts continue to progress.  Assistance from the Water Admin staff for 
purchasing processing is helpful.   

Water Reclamation Facility Operations for April 2017 
 
All NPDES permit requirements were met for the month of April 2017.  
 
Treatment operations continued to perform well.  Operations made plans for contractor 
mobilization to make minor modifications to IBR structure for operability improvements; 
preparations continued for summer permit limits and nitrification/denitrification in current 
operational mode; provided staffing resources for union negotiations; presented to the 
CAC on plant status; Operators continued to contribute to preventive maintenance 
program 
 



Operations Report 
March 6th, 2017 
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Operational challenges included warmer temperatures prompting algae growth typical 
for warmer months and requiring increased operational attention; delays in repairs to 
clarifier #2 bridge motor continue to make access to clarifier sampling and cleaning 
difficult.   
 
 
Field Operations Monthly Report for April 2017 
 
Staff Availability: 
Working 
Hours in 
Month 

Leave/Training/Paid 
Breaks  

Actual Attendance/Available Hours (working 
hours minus leave/training) 

640 164.25 475.75 
 
 
Accomplishments: Goal Actual % Goal Met Field 

Crew 
Hours 

Sewer Cleaning (linear feet)   9450 291* 3% 6 
TV Inspections (linear feet)   9450 4580* 49% 90 
Grease Line Cleaning  4071 100% 24 
Sewer Line/Manhole 
Repair/Inspect/Install 

   
15.5 

Utility Locates     95.75 
SWM Work by Line Maintenance 
Techs 

   
4.5 

Fleet Support Work    26.75 
Sewer Overflow Response    0 
Plant/PS Equipment Work Orders    23.25 
Customer Service/Investigations    15 
Program Support    20.5 
   Total Work 

Order Hours 
321.25 

   Staff Time 
Utilized on 
Work Orders 

68% 

 
*TV Inspections are short sections that require increased mobilization  
 
Meeting/training/other details:    Total staff hours 
 
Staff/LMC meetings       18 hours 
 
 
 
WRF Maintenance Monthly Report for April 2017 
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Staff Availability: 
Working 
Hours in 
Month 

Leave/Training/Paid 
Breaks 

Actual Attendance/Available Hours (working 
hours minus leave/breaks) 

320 49.25 270.75 
 
Accomplishments: 
 Count Hours 
Number of Preventive Work Orders 
Completed 

21 40.2 

Number of Repair Work Orders Completed 35 252.5 

Note: Counts differ between Complete Work Orders and Time Charged because not 
all Work Orders are completed during the month. 
Time Charged to Preventive Works Order 
Count/Time 

34 62.05 

Time Charged to Repair Work Orders 
Count/Time 

60 122.25 

 Hours charged to Work 
Orders in month   

184.3 

 Staff Time Utilized on 
all Work Orders 

68% 

 Utilization Toward PM 
Work Orders 

23% 

 
Staff Meetings:     8 Staff Hours 
 
  
Maintenance work highlights for the month: 

 Cleared plugged pumps at pump stations – 4 events 
 Replaced block heater and fuel check valve for generator at Pump Station #2 
 Calibrated LEL meter at Pump Station #2 
 Simplified controls at Pump Stations #2 & #3 
 Replaced limit switch on discharge check valve, Pump #1, Pump Station #3 
 Troubleshot seal water pump at Pump Station #3 
 Cleared false High Level alarm at Pump Station #4 
 Cleaned WW after wind storm power outage and backup at Pump Station #6 
 Reset failed PLC at Pump Station #6 
 Reinstalled repaired process blower #2 
 Replaced PLC for process blower #2 
 Conducted Preventive Maintenance on various equipment: 

o Grit classifier, screw press, harmonic filters, process blower, etc. 



   
 

 

 
WATER DIVISION OPERATIONS STAFF REPORT 

 
 
To:   Board of Directors     
From:   Todd Knapp, Operations Manager    
Agenda Item: Operations Report, April 2017 
Item No.:  12b 
Date:   May 16, 2017    

Background 
 
The Board has requested updates at the Regular Meetings of the Board on the status of 
the District’s Operations. 

Operations Administration 

The fiber communication line has been put temporarily on hold pending the 
conversation regarding the site plan of the Water Property. 
 
Valley View reservoir project update, north tank has been proceeding as planned, 
Concrete for the new gutter has been poured, scaffolding has been installed, interior 
ceiling work has begun. 
 

 
 
      
Field Operations Monthly Report for April 2017 
 
Maintenance work highlights for the month: 
 

 Main Leak at Oak Ct. and Oak Grove Blvd 
 Meters replaced, services and leaks (See chart) 
 Water consumption for the month of April was 

73,822,000 Gallons 
(See metered monthly consumption chart)  

 
 

 
Attachments 
 

1. April Water Statistics 



 Fiscal Year 
2016 ‐ 2017 Month

Meters 
Replaced

New 
Services

Iron Services 
Renewed

Plastic Services 
Renewed

Service Leaks 
Repaired

Main Leaks 
Repaired

2017 June
2017 May
2017 Apr 39 7 1 4 2 1
2017 Mar 168 1 1
2017 Feb 25 5
2017 Jan 7 4 8
2016 Dec 10 3 1 1 4
2016 Nov 49 8 2 1
2016 Oct 57 5 1 1
2016 Sep 105 1 1 2
2016 Aug 192 3 1 3
2016 July 159 2 3 1

811 39 2 9 12 16Yearly Total
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Total Average
January February March April May June July August September October November December Yearly Con Daily Demand

2003 82,674,600 88,370,400 72,820,000 82,357,000 82,416,000 128,520,000 170,652,000 172,726,000 127,198,000 94,416,000 85,037,000 83,285,000 1,270,472,000 3.48
2004 91,933,000 89,441,000 86,755,000 97,665,000 111,392,000 130,863,000 172,883,000 172,499,000 110,696,000 95,973,000 90,079,000 86,823,000 1,337,002,000 3.66
2005 84,976,000 79,415,000 74,996,000 80,616,000 79,088,000 92,885,000 120,871,000 168,248,000 125,172,000 87,512,000 83,230,500 80,773,500 1,157,783,000 3.17
2006 83,697,000 84,098,667 75,580,333 83,028,000 99,436,000 107,501,000 166,449,000 164,957,000 132,989,000 100,180,000 85,350,000 81,587,000 1,264,853,000 3.47
2007 85,179,000 83,766,000 75,622,455 82,508,545 90,129,000 124,696,000 149,207,000 161,512,000 147,980,000 96,159,000 83,445,000 81,921,000 1,262,125,000 3.46
2008 85,466,000 82,200,000 73,405,000 77,221,722 83,162,278 94,885,000 149,422,000 144,592,000 114,830,000 84,307,000 79,094,000 79,319,000 1,147,904,000 3.14
2009 82,042,000 75,196,000 67,364,000 76,238,000 79,968,000 111,127,286 151,804,000 155,069,000 117,099,000 83,457,000 77,782,000 79,107,000 1,156,253,286 3.17
2010 77,735,000 75,975,000 67,986,000 75,943,000 76,903,000 76,720,000 125,996,000 151,590,000 105,880,000 81,052,000 80,389,000 77,515,000 1,073,684,000 2.94
2011 78,266,000 74,983,000 67,462,000 73,285,000 71,613,000 81,189,000 104,328,000 130,684,000 125,733,000 74,646,000 72,657,000 70,555,000 1,025,401,000 2.81
2012 73,041,000 70,104,000 65,501,000 70,380,000 75,148,000 83,256,000 108,236,000 142,023,000 121,981,000 90,545,000 73,672,000 72,454,000 1,046,341,000 2.87
2013 73,277,000 72,051,000 63,866,000 71,906,000 86,085,000 101,278,000 132,837,000 144,354,000 103,403,000 75,217,000 72,624,000 73,180,000 1,070,078,000 2.93
2014 72,052,000 74,566,000 63,886,000 72,171,000 77,889,000 97,978,000 120,411,000 135,271,000 120,008,000 78,257,000 69,534,000 66,200,143 1,048,223,143 2.87
2015 70,840,857 70,318,000 63,972,000 71,515,000 77,173,000 121,185,000 151,728,000 139,696,000 105,238,000 92,781,000 83,966,000 85,368,000 1,133,780,857 3.11
2016 93,522,000 82,637,000 76,044,000 86,443,000 90,989,000 114,745,667 128,722,333 144,599,000 113,212,000 77,196,000 72,766,000 72,839,000 1,153,715,000 3.16
2017 80,205,000 75,867,000 68,040,000 73,822,000
2018
2019
2020

10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year Average 10 Year ADD
78,644,686 75,389,700 67,752,600 74,892,472 79,881,142 98,040,439 130,387,148 143,097,556 114,153,778 81,939,778 75,831,556 75,170,794 3.05
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STAFF REPORT 
 

    
To:   Board of Directors 
From:   Jason Rice, Interim General Manager  
Agenda Item:   Technical Services Report  
Item No.:    12c 
Date:   May 10, 2017 
    
Below is an update of various efforts for the Technical Services Program.   
 
Capital Improvement Program:  
 
Boardman Wetland Complex 
 

Unfortunately, due to the following circumstances: 
 

 Bidding in May/June heavily favors the contractor over the District for construction in 
July, 

 The Army Core/DSL Permit has yet to be obtained (expected by July 15), 
 A majority of the work will need to be completed between July and September (dry 

season) 
 The Clackamas County Land Use Permit has yet to be obtained (expected before 

June 30), 
 The Clackamas County Parks and Recreation District will not be ready to build their 

park on the northern Addie acres lot until July 2018 (two constriction windows), 
 Staff not having the time to manage, nor the time to manage a consultant, to give this 

very important project the attention it deserves, 
 

It is my recommendation that this project wait to be bid until approximately February 2018, for 
construction in water of July-September 2018. This schedule gives the project the best 
chance of success while keeping the costs as low as possible for the ratepayers. 

 
Riverforest Lake Manhole 
 

Preliminary data is back that supports adding 1’ in elevation to the manhole would have 
prevented 2 of the 3 overflows that happened last year. The Engineering consultant is 
researching weather this is a viable option depending on the finished floor elevations of 
nearby homes. 

 
Other Projects: 
 
 
Rules and Regulations Update 
 

With the help of Greg Jones, this document update project is expected to be ready for review 
within the next few weeks. Once the document has been reviewed, it will need to be formatted 
and checked for cross references by a Document Content Consultant before it is ready for a 
Hearing by the Board. Staff’s goal is to have this document ready for Board Approval at the 
July Board Meeting. 



  

 
If there are any Policies that need to be approved before July 1st, those will be pulled out and  

 
Design and Construction Standards Update 
 
 Staff is in the process of combining the Sanitary, Watershed Protection and Water Design and 

Construction Standards. This process is taking some time to work through the differences in 
how Water and Sanitary Staff managed situations. Staff’s goal is to have this document ready 
for Board Approval at the July Board Meeting. 

 
Outreach and Education 
 
Springtime is one of the busiest for Oak Lodge education and outreach events.   
 
Oak Lodge Water Services help sponsor the national Drug Take Back Day in partnership with the 
Clackamas County Sheriff’s office.  Over 300 pounds of pharmaceuticals were collected and 
disposed of through proper incineration as opposed to being landfilled or added to our waterways. 
This partnership and event helps to share information about the permanent drug drop off locations as 
well. 
 
Direct student education is part of school outreach.  This year staff will host at least five classes for 
Water Reclamation Facility tours, as well as participate in two large youth events: The Children’s 
Clean Water Festival, held at the University of Portland; and the Clackamas County Water Education 
Team’s 12th Annual Celebrating Water Event, held at Clackamas Community College. 
 
At the high school level, the Watershed Health Education Program in partnership with non-profit Dig 
In and students from Rex Putnam High School will wrap up in early June after public presentations to 
the Oak Lodge Water Services Board of Directors and about their field studies. 
 
After several months of participation in the steering committee for the regional/statewide Clean 
Rivers Collaboration, staff had to pull out because of shifting duties related to the consolidation.  The 
committee expressed hope that Oak Lodge could return to the team in the future because we 
represent one of the large MS4 Phase I team-permits in partnership with other Clackamas County 
co-permittees, and getting our perspective in the work is important and helpful. 
 
As the 2017-18 budget year approaches, staff will start rolling out the strategic plan for involving non-
profit partners and community organizations in District outreach and education. These partners 
include: Clackamas River Water Providers, North Clackamas Urban Watershed Council, Dig In 
(formerly SOLVE), Schoolyard Farms, Ecology in Classrooms and the Outdoors (ECO), Portland 
Audubon/Columbia Land Trust, Clackamas County Sheriff, and all of  the schools in the District. As 
shared in the March board packet, approaching outreach with a solid partnership strategy allows 
OLWSD to meet permit requirements as well as broaden community awareness of the importance of 
the District’s work, and their role in keeping our waters clean. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 
 
 
 
Permitting 
 

 
 
Attachments 
 

1. “Development Review Status” tracker 



Project Status Address Type of Development Notes Last Updated

Complete 15415 SE River Rd. 3-parcel Partition (2 new homes)
Project complete.  Inspections complete.  Erosion Control complete. 

Awaiting asbuilts.  Unknown timeline.
5/2/17

Under Construction
3127 SE Concord Rd. (Concord Oaks, 

formerly Concord Vineyards II)
6-acre development (32 residential lots.)

Development Inspections complete. Ongoing building permits / sanitary 

sewer connections (SFD).  Unknown timeline.
5/2/17

Under Construction 17624 SE Rose St. 2-parcel Partition
Erosion Control inspections ongoing.  Awaiting sanitary sewer permits for 

front SFD. OLWSD permits expired. Unknown timeline.
5/2/17

Under Construction 14400 SE Lee Ave.
Z0071-16 Duplex on existing lot. (SFR previously 

demolished)
Erosion Control inspections ongoing.  Sanitary Sewer installed.  5/2/17

Under Construction 2009 SE Courtney Ave.

3-parcel Partition (1 new home & 1 new duplex.  

Existing home is on the Historical Register as a 

duplex.)

Erosion Control inspections ongoing.  Sanitary Sewer installed. Sewer 

connections pending.  Unknown timeline.
5/2/17

Under Construction 15448 SE East Ave. (Zetterberg Estates) 18-Unit Multi-Family Sanitary sewer Inspections complete.  Erosion Control inspetions ongoing. 5/2/17

Under Construction 2721 SE Swain Ave. 2-parcel Partition (2 new homes) SS Inspections complete.  Erosion Control inspetions continuing 5/2/17

Under Construction 5210 SE Roethe Rd. 6-lot Subdivision (5 new homes)
Public infrastructure installed and approved.  In 11-month warranty period.  

SFDs under construction. Warranty period ends July 2017. 
5/2/17

Under Construction 14620 SE McLoughlin Blvd. (Fred Meyer)
Demo bottle return facility and construct pick-up 

delivery area.
Construction plans approved.  Erosion control inspections ongoing. 5/2/17

Under Construction Lot east of 18390 SE Woodcock Ave. 2-parcel partition Plans approved. Inspections ongoing (EPSC)  SS inspections complete.  5/2/17

Complete 16323 & 16251 SE McLoughlin Blvd.
Design review to demolish existing buildings and 

construct a 25,000 square feet Goodwill center.

Plans Approved.  SS inspections complete. Storm Inspections complete.  

Permit finalization
5/2/17

Approved for Construction 17722 SE Rose St., 17832 SE Rose St.
Two 2-parcel partitions (2 new homes, 2 

replacement homes)

Awaiting utility construction plans (sanitary sewer connection / erosion 

control). OLWSD permits expire July 2017. 
5/2/17

Approved for Construction 19416 SE River Rd.
2-parcel partition, 2 new duplexes, Existing SFR to 

be demolished

Plans approved.  Awaiting construction commencement.  OLWSD permits 

expire May 2017.
5/2/17

Approved for Construction
14824 SE Laurie Ave. (14830 SE Laurie 

Ave.)
2-parcel Partition, 14830 SE Laurie Ave. Awaiting building permit submittal. OLWSD permits expire May 2017 5/2/17

Approved for Construction 4519 SE Naef Rd. 3-parcel Partition (2 new homes) Awaiting building permit submittal. OLWSD permits expire May 2017 5/2/17

Approved for Construction 15026 SE Linden Ln. 3-parcel Partition Engineering plans approved. Awaiting building permit.  Expires July 2017 5/2/17

Under Construction 14911 SE McLoughlin Lew's Dairy Freeze Remodel to MOD Pizza Engineering plans approved.  Building permit approved.  Under construction. 5/2/17

Plan Review 4150 SE ROETHE RD Commercial Structures Relocation
Land Use Decision received.  Awaiting engineering plans.  County Land Use 

Expiration date. 
5/2/17

Plan Review 14119 SE Mcloughlin Blvd

Z0260-16  Nonconforming Use - 

Alteration/Verification.  Medical Marijuana 

Production

Design Review Plans Submitted.  OLSD Submitted Comments.  Pre-treatment 

analysis. Awaiting construction plans.  County Land Use Expiration date. 
5/2/17

Plan Review 13409 SE McLoughlin Blvd 3 New Slips Mobile Home Park
Z0430-14.  Land use approved.  Awaiting engineering planset.  County land 

use expiration date. 
5/2/17

Plan Review 13012 SE Oatfield Proposed subdivision; 9 potential lots. 
Engineering planset (2nd review) submitted.  Revised set submitted and 

under review.
5/2/17

Plan Review 18122 SE McLoughlin Blvd
 Z0482-16-D  Commercial Design Review: Fuel 

Island
Engineering plans (1st review) complete.  Awaiting revised plans. #REF!

Plan Review 5790 SE McNary Rd. 2-parcel Partition.  Z0312-15-M; Godfrey Partition
Final engineering approval.  Awaiting SFD building permits. Expires 

December 2017
5/2/17

Under Construction 2312 SE Risley Ave 3-lot partition Engineering plans approved.  Building permits approved. Expire March 2018. 5/2/17

Plan Review 3816 SE Hill Rd Z0428-16 8-lot subdivision
Engineering plans (1st review) under review.  Drains to OLWSD - OLWSD 

standards (dual jurisdiction with CCSD#1).
5/2/17



Project Status Address Type of Development Notes Last Updated

Plan Review 14335 SE WAGNER LN
Carport and wall.  Floodplain.  Will. River 

Greenway

Land Use Decision received.   Awaiting engineering plans.  Clackamas County 

Land Use timeline. 
5/2/17

Plan Review 6460 Glen Echo Avenue
Z0461-16_Gladstone_Glen_Echo.  (OLSD Service 

area  / out of OLSD Boundary).

Pre-app comments submitted.  Awaiting Land Use Application. Expires Dec. 

2017.
5/2/17

Plan Review 4281 SE Manewell Lane A four-lot  SFR minor subdivision.  
Land use comments sent. Awiating engineering plans.  County expiration 

timeline. 
5/2/17

Pre-Application 4207 SE Hull Ave 3-5 lot subdivision
Pre-app Comment sent to County.  Awaiting land use application. County pre-

app timeline.
5/2/17

Pre-Application 3303 SE Concord Road two-parcel partition
Pre-app Comment sent to County.  Awaiting land use application. Expires 

June 2017
5/2/17

Pre-Application
18121 SE River Rd. (Jennings Lodge 

Estates)

62-lot Subdivision  (Zone Change R-10 to R-8.5 not 

approved by CC. (Applicant has filed an appeal 

with the Land Use Board of Appeals)

Received Engineering Plans (2nd review) submitted and under review. 5/2/17

Pre-Application 13715 SE River Road
ZPAC0136-16_Rose_Villa Redevelopment Phase II Pre-app comments submitted.  Awaiting Land Use Application.  County 

expiration timeline.
5/2/17

Pre-Application 3905 SE WILLAMETTE DR ZPAC0134-16_Willamette_Dr_Partition
Pre-app comments submitted.  Awaiting Land Use Application.  County 

expiration timeline.
5/2/17

Plan Review 17908 and 17900 SE Addie Street. Z0200-17-D_BOARDMAN_WETLAND Land use under review 5/2/17

Pre-Application 3901 SE NAEF RD
ZPAC0124-16   A Partition application with two 

existing light industrial buildings.

Pre-application comments sent.  Awaiting land use / subdivision application. 

Expires Sept. 2017.
5/2/17

Pre-Application 18107 SE Addie Street. ZPAC0167-16    4-plex 
Pre-application comments sent.  Awaiting land use / subdivision application. 

Expires Dec. 2017
5/2/17



 

 

 

 
AGENDA ITEM 

    
Agenda Item:   Business from the Board 
Item No.:    13  
Presenters:   Board Members        

 
 
Background: 
 
The Board of Directors appoints District representatives from time to time to serve 
as liaisons or representatives of the District to committees or community groups.  
 
Directors assigned specific roles as representatives of the District are placed on the 
agenda to report to the Board on the activities, issues, and policy matters related to 
their assignment. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Thursday, May 04, 2017 
6:45 PM – 8:30 PM 

Development Service Building 
Main Floor Auditorium, Room 115 
150 Beavercreek Road, Oregon City, OR 97045 
 

 
 
6:45 p.m. Pledge of Allegiance 

 
Welcome & Introductions 
Chair Jim Bernard & Mayor Brian Hodson, Co-Chairs 

 
  Housekeeping 

• Approval of April 04, 2017 C4 Minutes   Page 02 
    
6:50 p.m. R1ACT Appointments Notice     Page 03 

 
6:55 p.m. Metro 2018 RTP Call for Projects Discussion 

• Staff Memo       Page 04 
    
7:40 p.m. Vehicle Registration Fee Discussion 

• VRF Revenue Options      Page 06 
 
8:20 p.m. Updates/Other Business 

• JPACT/MPAC Updates 
• Letter from Wilsonville to Rep. Vial   Page 11 

(Information only) 
• C4 Retreat Update 

 
8:30 p.m. Adjourn 
 
 
 
 

Supplemental Agenda Item (if time allows): 
 

Affordable Housing Discussion     Page 13 
 
 

AGENDA 

 
Promoting partnership among the County, its Cities and Special Districts 
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Clackamas 

   County 
   Coordinating 
   Committee      Promoting partnership among the County, its Cities and Special Districts 

 
 

CLACKAMAS COUNTY COORDINATING COMMITTEE (C4) 
Thursday, April 6, 2017 

Action Minutes 
Attendance: 
 

Members:  Canby: Brian Hodson (Co-Chair); CPOs: Laurie Swanson (Molalla); Marjorie Stewart (Firwood) 
(Alt.); Fire Districts: Mathew Silva (Estacada); Hamlets: John Meyer (Mulino); Happy Valley: 
Markley Drake; Lake Oswego: Jeff Gudman; Metro:  Carlotta Collette; Molalla: Jimmy 
Thompson; Oregon City: Renate Mengelberg; Sandy: Don Hollis; Sanitary Districts: Nancy 
Gibson (Oak Lodge Water Services); Transit: Julie Wehling (Canby); Andi Howell (Sandy) (Alt); 
Water Districts: Hugh Kalani; West Linn:  Teri Cummings; Wilsonville: Kristin Akervall 

 
Staff:   Trent Wilson (PGA); Caren Anderson (PGA) 
 
Guests:  Terry Gibson (Map-IT); Jaimie Lorenzini (Happy Valley); Zoe Monahan (Tualatin); Tracy Moreland 

(BCC); Mary Jo Cartasegna (BCC); Steve Williams (DTD); Nancy Kraushaar (Wilsonville); Don 
Krupp (County Administrator) 

 
The C4 Meeting was recorded and the audio is available on the County’s website at 
http://www.clackamas.us/bcc/c4.html.  Minutes document action items approved at the meeting. 
 
Agenda Item Action 
Approval of March 2, 2017 C4 
Minutes 

Minutes moved, seconded and approved. 

C4 Co-Chair selection Results C4 notified that Brian Hodson was selected by C4 Executive Committee to continue his 
role as Co-Chair and Executive Committee member. 

Results of March survey 
regarding topics of interest 
for C4 Retreat 

C4 Retreat will be held on August 11th and 12th.  Registration information will be sent 
out prior to the next meeting. The Executive Committee will review the topic list and 
combine items that are similar into larger topics such as Housing and Transportation, 
and share recommend a draft Retreat Agenda appear in May. 
 

Memo and C4LUAS 
Affordable Housing Report 

County staff will research what a countywide housing needs assessment would entail, 
Including: costs, outcomes and stakeholders. Report back at future C4 meeting. 
 

Memo regarding Countywide 
Transportation Coordination 
 

Presentation given by Stephen Williams, Principal Transportation Planner in DTD.   No 
action.      

JPACT/MPAC Updates No updates provided. JPACT members attending conference in Washington D.C. 
 

Other:  State Transportation 
Funding Package 

Staff provided an update on transportation work in the legislature. 
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Position Representative Affiliation Reappointment year

Active Transpo Stakeholder Steph Routh 2019

City of Portland Dan Saltzman* Commissioner, Portland 2017

Clack Co Paul Savas Commissioner, Clackamas County 2019

Clack Co Stakeholder Bill Avison** Avison Lumber 2019

Clack Co Stakeholder Jeff Gudman* Councilor, Lake Oswego 2017

Clack Co Stakeholder Brian Hodson* Mayor, Canby 2019

Clack Co Stakeholder Lori DeRemer* Mayor, Happy Valley 2019

Clack Co Stakeholder Bill Merchant Vice Chairman, Hamlet of Beavercreek 2017

Freight Stakeholder Pia Welch Fed-Ex 2019

Hood River Co Ron Rivers Chair, Hood River County 2019

Hood River Co Stakeholder Steve Bickford** Mt. Hood Winery 2017

Hood River Co Stakeholder Jess Groves Commissioner, Port of Cascade Locks 2017

Hood River Co Stakeholder Peter Cornelison** Councilor, Hood River 2019

Metro Craig Dirksen Councilor, Metro 2017

Mult Co Jessica Vega Pederson Commissioner, Multnomah County 2017

Mult Co Stakeholder Jerry Hinton* Councilor, Gresham 2017

Mult Co Stakeholder Joseph Santos-Lyons**** APANO 2019

Mult Co Stakeholder Sam Breyer Centennial School District 2017

Mult Co Stakeholder Brian Newman*** OHSU 2019

Mult Co Stakeholder 2019

Mult Co Stakeholder Chris Oxley** Portland Trail Blazers 2017

ODOT Region 1 Rian Windsheimer Region 1 Manager, ODOT 2019

Port of Portland Bill Wyatt Port of Portland 2017

Rural Transit Stakeholder Julie Wehling Canby Area Transit 2019

TriMet Neil McFarlane TriMet 2017

Wash Co Roy Rogers Commissioner, Washington County 2019

Wash Co Stakeholder Denny Doyle* Mayor, Beaverton 2017

Wash Co Stakeholder Jeffrey Dalin* Mayor, Cornelius 2019

Wash Co Stakeholder Krisanna Clark* Mayor, Sherwood 2019

Wash Co Stakeholder John Cook* Mayor, Tigard 2017

Wash Co Stakeholder Pam Treece** Westside Economic Alliance 2017

*City stakeholder

**Business/labor stakeholder

***Health stakeholder

****Environmental justice stakeholder
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MEMORANDUM 

TO:  C4 

FROM:  Stephen Williams, Principal Transportation Planner 

DATE:  April 26, 2017 

SUBJECT: 2018 Metro Regional Transportation Plan Call for Projects 

Between now and late August the local governments of the Portland urbanized area will participate in 

the 2018 Metro Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Call for Projects. The following describes the RTP Call 

for Projects, the schedule, and the roles in the process of the local governments, C4 and C4 Metro 

Subcommittee, and CTAC.  

 The Metro Call for Projects is literally a process to create the list of projects that appear in the 

Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  

 In the Call for Projects the transportation providers (local governments, ODOT, and TriMet/SMART) 

provide Metro with a list of their transportation project priorities for the coming 22 year period of 

time from 2018 to 2040. These are generally put forward by the transportation providers from their 

adopted transportation plans, such as local TSPs. 

 All the projects together make up what is referred to as the “RTP Investment Strategy.” It is called 

this because the projects represent improvements to the transportation system to strategically 

accomplish regional priorities. Metro is required to update the Regional Transportation Plan and 

Investment Strategy every four years.  

 One of the core requirements for the RTP Investment Strategy is that it be “fiscally constrained.” 

This means that the MPO must limit the projects in the investment strategy based on the amount of 

funding that it can reasonably expect to be available in the future.  

 All types of projects are included in the list – roads/highways, transit and active transportation, 

operations/maintenance projects, as well as planning and special studies. The Investment Strategy 

for the 2014 RTP included about 1,200 projects region-wide, with 253 for improvements located in 

Clackamas County.  

 Some of the projects in the list have been identified for funding through state and regional grants 

such as ODOT STIP Enhance grants, Metro Regional Flexible Funds, or ConnectOregon.  

 Inclusion of local government transportation projects in the Investment Strategy does not guarantee 

that the projects will receive funding in the future.  

 The 2018 RTP will also include a list of projects that is not fiscally constrained. This list of projects 

includes priorities for the transportation providers for which funding is not anticipated to be 

available. It is easy to move projects from this list into the fiscally constrained list if funding becomes 

available. As a result, the unconstrained list is often referred to as the “vision” project list.  

 The Investment Strategy project list will actually be composed of three sub-lists as follows: 

 

1. Fiscally Constrained Project List for 2018 to 2027 – The highest priority projects. Includes all 

the projects that have committed funding, or are in the project development process.  

2. Fiscally Constrained Project List for 2028 to 2040 – Priority projects that occur in later years.  

3. Unconstrained Project List for 2028 to 2040 – Needed projects that would be developed if 

funding became available.  
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Over the course of May, June and July, CTAC will be working to develop fiscally constrained lists that 

express local government priorities and also fit within the available funding. Through the course of this 

process, updates will be provided by staff to C4 and C4 Metro Subcommittee at their regularly 

scheduled meetings to enable those groups to provide input to CTAC. During July and August these lists 

will brought forward to C4 and C4 Metro Subcommittee for discussion and endorsement. These lists are 

to be endorsed and provided to Metro no later than August 21.  

Issues:  

1. The challenge of the 2018 RTP Call for Projects process for C4, C4 Metro Subcommittee and 

CTAC is that the funding available for projects is anticipated to be significantly less than 

previously. It may be difficult to identify a project list addressing the local government’s highest 

priorities within the funding limits.  

2. A second issue for C4 discussion is the approach that should be taken to meeting the required 

schedule. C4 has scheduled its retreat for August 11/12. Staff believes it could be challenging to 

prepare the required lists, that will include several hundred proposed transportation projects, if 

sufficient time for review and discussion by C4 and C4 Metro Subcommittee is not available. 
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 2017 C4 Transportation Funding Program Discussion

Revenue Opportunity Projections

Jurisdiction Revenue Share

City Share (%) 40%

County Share (%) 60%

Estimated Annual Revenue 

Collection **
100%

Revenue Source Rate
Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF)

(Maximum is $43 per year.)
$25.00

Annual $ Collection 9,117,275$                           

Jurisdiction Annual $ Distribution Population**
 City Distribution 

Percentage 

Clackamas County 5,470,365$                           176,259               N/A
Barlow 2,406$                                  135                      0.07%
Canby 285,315$                              16,010                 7.82%
Estacada 52,305$                                2,935                   1.43%
Gladstone 204,853$                              11,495                 5.62%
Happy Valley 293,691$                              16,480                 8.05%
Johnson City 10,069$                                565                      0.28%
Lake Oswego * 615,509$                              34,538                 16.88%
Milwaukie 365,064$                              20,485                 10.01%
Molalla 157,181$                              8,820                   4.31%
Oregon City 601,638$                              33,760                 16.50%
Portland * 13,537$                                760                      0.37%
Rivergrove * 8,034$                                  451                      0.22%
Sandy 181,240$                              10,170                 4.97%
Tualatin * 51,740$                                2,903                   1.42%
West Linn 455,149$                              25,540                 12.48%
Wilsonville * 349,180$                              19,594                 9.57%

Totals: 9,117,275$                           380,900               100%

Population estimates are based on Portland State University (PSU) Population for Oregon and its Counties and Incorporated Cities and Towns: July 1, 
2014.
* A portion of this city is outside Clackamas County; population represents the population PSU estimates within Clackamas County jurisdiction.

** Registered passenger vehicles and motorcycles updated to reflect ODOT December 31, 2016 registration numbers.

Revenue Collection

3,646,910.00$                                             

5,470,365.00$                                              

9,117,275.00$                                             

Assumptions
 ‐‐> Annually (per registered vehicle.

 ‐‐> 50% reduction for motorcycles. 

DISTRIBUTION SCENARIO

02/06/2017
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 2017 C4 Transportation Funding Program Discussion

Revenue Opportunity Projections

Jurisdiction Revenue Share

City Share (%) 40%

County Share (%) 60%

Estimated Annual Revenue 

Collection **
100%

Revenue Source Rate
Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF)

(Maximum is $43 per year.)
$30.00

Annual $ Collection 10,940,730$                         

Jurisdiction Annual $ Distribution Population**
 City Distribution 

Percentage 

Clackamas County 6,564,438$                           176,259               N/A
Barlow 2,887$                                  135                      0.07%
Canby 342,378$                              16,010                 7.82%
Estacada 62,766$                                2,935                   1.43%
Gladstone 245,823$                              11,495                 5.62%
Happy Valley 352,429$                              16,480                 8.05%
Johnson City 12,083$                                565                      0.28%
Lake Oswego * 738,611$                              34,538                 16.88%
Milwaukie 438,076$                              20,485                 10.01%
Molalla 188,618$                              8,820                   4.31%
Oregon City 721,965$                              33,760                 16.50%
Portland * 16,244$                                760                      0.37%
Rivergrove * 9,641$                                  451                      0.22%
Sandy 217,488$                              10,170                 4.97%
Tualatin * 62,088$                                2,903                   1.42%
West Linn 546,179$                              25,540                 12.48%
Wilsonville * 419,016$                              19,594                 9.57%

Totals: 10,940,730$                         380,900               100%

Revenue Collection

4,376,292.00$                                             

6,564,438.00$                                              

10,940,730.00$                                           

Assumptions
 ‐‐> Annually (per registered vehicle.

 ‐‐> 50% reduction for motorcycles. 

Population estimates are based on Portland State University (PSU) Population for Oregon and its Counties and Incorporated Cities and Towns: July 1, 
2014.
* A portion of this city is outside Clackamas County; population represents the population PSU estimates within Clackamas County jurisdiction.

** Registered passenger vehicles and motorcycles updated to reflect ODOT December 31, 2016 registration numbers.

DISTRIBUTION SCENARIO

02/06/2017
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 2017 C4 Transportation Funding Program Discussion

Revenue Opportunity Projections

Jurisdiction Revenue Share

City Share (%) 40%

County Share (%) 60%

Estimated Annual Revenue 

Collection **
100%

Revenue Source Rate
Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF)

(Maximum is $43 per year.)
$35.00

Annual $ Collection 12,764,185$                         

Jurisdiction Annual $ Distribution Population**
 City Distribution 

Percentage 

Clackamas County 7,658,511$                           176,259               N/A
Barlow 3,368$                                  135                      0.07%
Canby 399,440$                              16,010                 7.82%
Estacada 73,227$                                2,935                   1.43%
Gladstone 286,794$                              11,495                 5.62%
Happy Valley 411,167$                              16,480                 8.05%
Johnson City 14,096$                                565                      0.28%
Lake Oswego * 861,713$                              34,538                 16.88%
Milwaukie 511,089$                              20,485                 10.01%
Molalla 220,054$                              8,820                   4.31%
Oregon City 842,293$                              33,760                 16.50%
Portland * 18,952$                                760                      0.37%
Rivergrove * 11,248$                                451                      0.22%
Sandy 253,736$                              10,170                 4.97%
Tualatin * 72,436$                                2,903                   1.42%
West Linn 637,209$                              25,540                 12.48%
Wilsonville * 488,852$                              19,594                 9.57%

Totals: 12,764,185$                         380,900               100%

Revenue Collection

5,105,674.00$                                             

7,658,511.00$                                              

12,764,185.00$                                           

Assumptions
 ‐‐> Annually (per registered vehicle.

 ‐‐> 50% reduction for motorcycles. 

Population estimates are based on Portland State University (PSU) Population for Oregon and its Counties and Incorporated Cities and Towns: July 1, 
2014.
* A portion of this city is outside Clackamas County; population represents the population PSU estimates within Clackamas County jurisdiction.

** Registered passenger vehicles and motorcycles updated to reflect ODOT December 31, 2016 registration numbers.

DISTRIBUTION SCENARIO

02/06/2017
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 2017 C4 Transportation Funding Program Discussion

Revenue Opportunity Projections

Jurisdiction Revenue Share

City Share (%) 40%

County Share (%) 60%

Estimated Annual Revenue 

Collection **
100%

Revenue Source Rate
Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF)

(Maximum is $43 per year.)
$40.00

Annual $ Collection 14,587,640$                         

Jurisdiction Annual $ Distribution Population**
 City Distribution 

Percentage 

Clackamas County 8,752,584$                           176,259               N/A
Barlow 3,849$                                  135                      0.07%
Canby 456,503$                              16,010                 7.82%
Estacada 83,688$                                2,935                   1.43%
Gladstone 327,764$                              11,495                 5.62%
Happy Valley 469,905$                              16,480                 8.05%
Johnson City 16,110$                                565                      0.28%
Lake Oswego * 984,815$                              34,538                 16.88%
Milwaukie 584,102$                              20,485                 10.01%
Molalla 251,490$                              8,820                   4.31%
Oregon City 962,621$                              33,760                 16.50%
Portland * 21,659$                                760                      0.37%
Rivergrove * 12,855$                                451                      0.22%
Sandy 289,984$                              10,170                 4.97%
Tualatin * 82,784$                                2,903                   1.42%
West Linn 728,238$                              25,540                 12.48%
Wilsonville * 558,688$                              19,594                 9.57%

Totals: 14,587,640$                         380,900               100%

Revenue Collection

5,835,056.00$                                             

8,752,584.00$                                              

14,587,640.00$                                           

Assumptions
 ‐‐> Annually (per registered vehicle.

 ‐‐> 50% reduction for motorcycles. 

Population estimates are based on Portland State University (PSU) Population for Oregon and its Counties and Incorporated Cities and Towns: July 1, 
2014.
* A portion of this city is outside Clackamas County; population represents the population PSU estimates within Clackamas County jurisdiction.

** Registered passenger vehicles and motorcycles updated to reflect ODOT December 31, 2016 registration numbers.

DISTRIBUTION SCENARIO
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Revenue Opportunity Projections

Jurisdiction Revenue Share

City Share (%) 40%

County Share (%) 60%

Estimated Annual Revenue 

Collection **
100%

Revenue Source Rate
Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF)

(Maximum is $43 per year.)
$43.00

Annual $ Collection 15,681,713$                         

Jurisdiction Annual $ Distribution Population**
 City Distribution 

Percentage 

Clackamas County 9,409,028$                           176,259               N/A
Barlow 4,138$                                  135                      0.07%
Canby 490,741$                              16,010                 7.82%
Estacada 89,964$                                2,935                   1.43%
Gladstone 352,347$                              11,495                 5.62%
Happy Valley 505,148$                              16,480                 8.05%
Johnson City 17,318$                                565                      0.28%
Lake Oswego * 1,058,676$                           34,538                 16.88%
Milwaukie 627,910$                              20,485                 10.01%
Molalla 270,352$                              8,820                   4.31%
Oregon City 1,034,817$                           33,760                 16.50%
Portland * 23,284$                                760                      0.37%
Rivergrove * 13,819$                                451                      0.22%
Sandy 311,733$                              10,170                 4.97%
Tualatin * 88,993$                                2,903                   1.42%
West Linn 782,856$                              25,540                 12.48%
Wilsonville * 600,589$                              19,594                 9.57%

Totals: 15,681,713$                         380,900               100%

Population estimates are based on Portland State University (PSU) Population for Oregon and its Counties and Incorporated Cities and Towns: July 1, 
2014.
* A portion of this city is outside Clackamas County; population represents the population PSU estimates within Clackamas County jurisdiction.

** Registered passenger vehicles and motorcycles updated to reflect ODOT December 31, 2016 registration numbers.

Revenue Collection

6,272,685.20$                                             

9,409,027.80$                                              

15,681,713.00$                                           

Assumptions
 ‐‐> Annually (per registered vehicle.

 ‐‐> 50% reduction for motorcycles. 

DISTRIBUTION SCENARIO

02/06/2017
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April 18, 2017 

CITY OF WILSONVILLE • CITY COUNCIL 
 Phone 503‐570‐1501  29799 SW Town Center Loop East  www.ci.wilsonville.or.us 
  Fax 503‐682‐1015  Wilsonville, OR 97070  council@ci.wilsonville.or.us 

Representative Rich Vial, Vice‐Chair, House Committee on Transportation Policy   
Oregon Legislative Assembly 
900 Court St. NE, H‐484 
Salem, OR  97301 
 
RE:   South Metro I‐5 Corridor Study for 2017 Transportation Legislation 

Dear Representative Vial: 

The City of Wilsonville City Council appreciates your leadership on transportation issues.  
We seek your support to encourage our state’s legislative team to advance a South Metro I‐5 
Corridor Study to be led by the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) as a specific 
component of the pending “Transportation Package” before the Oregon Legislative Assembly.  

The City, together with our partners at the Wilsonville Chamber of Commerce and local area 
businesses and governments, seeks to advance a South Metro I‐5 Corridor Study. Recent 
testimony and discussions before the Congestion Subcommittee of the Joint Committee on 
Transportation Preservation and Modernization highlighted increasing congestion on I‐5.  

The proposed transportation study is codified in the Metro 2014 Regional Transportation Plan 
(RTP) as “Mobility Corridor #3,” a next‐tier “corridor refinement plan” after bottleneck studies 
for the Rose Quarter I‐5/I‐84, I‐205/Abernathy Bridge, Highway 217 and the Southwest Transit 
Corridor. The South Metro I‐5 Corridor Study would look at a range of transportation issues by 
engaging multiple stakeholders to develop potential solutions regarding the movement of 
freight, commuters, local and interstate traffic along the South Metro I‐5 Corridor, stretching 
from north of Salem/Keizer past Wilsonville to Portland and Hillsboro. 

Traffic congestion in the specific South Metro I‐5 Corridor stretch between I‐5/Boone Bridge at 
Wilsonville past I‐205 to Highway 217 has reached epic proportions with the end of the Great 
Recession and the population boom being experienced by the greater Portland and North 
Willamette Valley regions. A recently completed, legislatively funded Transportation Futures 
Study by Washington County identified several promising investments, including advancing 
study of the South Metro I‐5 Corridor, which is reaching peak traffic‐handling capacity. 

We believe that such a study would need to look at multiple solutions to address the varying 
needs of different highway users, as well as potential land‐use issues and funding resources.  

Specific transportation issues to be studied in a South Metro I‐5 Corridor Study include: 

 Freight: What kinds of highway improvements or modifications to I‐5 and major 
interchanges/connecting arterials could benefit the timely movement of trucks moving 
freight to/from and through Portland along the West Coast’s I‐5 commerce route? 

 Commuters: What kinds of public‐transit services—including extension of WES south from 
Wilsonville to Woodburn and Salem/Keizer and introduction of new grade‐separated east‐
west transit service from Oregon City/Clackamas County to Tualatin‐Wilsonville/Washington 
County—could provide transportation alternatives for employees commuting to/from or 
across the Portland metro region? How can regional transit systems like Wilsonville’s SMART 
and Salem/Keizer Cherriots be better utilized to feed riders into the larger Tri‐Met system? 
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 I‐5 Auxiliary Merge Lanes and Parallel Arterial Routes: Just as the new I‐5 NB and SB “aux” 
lanes between North Wilsonville and I‐205 have substantially improved traffic flow along 
that portion of I‐5, what strategic locations for additional auxiliary lanes such as SB Boone 
Bridge for merging on/off I‐5 offer congestion improvements? Which roads parallel to I‐5 
that offer non‐highway routing options for local trips should be studied for enhancement? 

 Origination/Destination (O/D) Analysis: As part of a corridor study, ODOT can obtain data 
regarding the origination and destination of various kinds of trips. Also, ODOT is able to 
model the impacts on traffic flow if new or improved transportation facilities are built, as 
well as impacts of additional transit services on ridership. 

Since 2008, ODOT has supported the “I‐5 South Corridor Refinement Plan ‐ Wilsonville to North 
Tigard,” stretching from Wilsonville I‐5/Boone Bridge to North Tigard I‐5/Highway 217 for the 
Metro RTP at an estimated cost of $3.7 million during the 2008‐2017 timeframe. Given inflation 
since that time, the City suggests that $5 ‐ $10 million be dedicated to the study. 

As you and other state and regional leaders astutely recognize, an improved transportation 
system to serve the greater Portland metro and North Willamette Valley regions really needs to 
look south of Wilsonville and north of Tigard to better understand commuter, freight, local and 
pass‐through traffic flows and potential multi‐modal solutions to address traffic congestion. 
Because this stretch of I‐5 transverses two ODOT regions, four counties and multiple cities and 
transit‐providers, ODOT is well positioned to undertake a South Metro I‐5 Corridor Study. 

We hope that you will join with Governor Brown and leaders in the Oregon legislature, Metro, 
and area counties, cities, metropolitan planning organizations and public transit providers to 
advance a South Metro I‐5 Corridor Study that could be incorporated as a specific project in a 
Transportation Package or separate legislation to be advanced in the 2017 legislative session. 

Sincerely,  
 
 
Tim Knapp, Mayor 
City of Wilsonville/SMART; Clackamas County Cities Representative to Metro JPACT; City of 
Wilsonville Representative to Clackamas and Washington Counties Coordinating Committees 

Attachments (3) 

cc:  Governor Kate Brown 
   Wilsonville state legislators: Rep. Bill Kennemer; Sen. Kim Thatcher; Sen. Alan Olsen 
  Oregon legislative leadership: Sen. Peter Courtney; Sen. Laurie Monnes Anderson; Sen. Ginny Burdick;  

Sen. Ted Ferrioli; Sen. Lee Beyer; Sen. Betsy Johnson; Rep. Tina Kotek; Rep. Paul Holvey;  
Rep. Jennifer Williamson; Rep. Mike McLane; Rep. Caddy McKeown; Rep. David Gomberg 

  Metro Council: President Tom Hughes; Councilor Craig Dirksen, JPACT Chair 
  Clackamas County leadership: Commission Chair Jim Bernard, Clackamas County Coordinating Committee  

Co‐Chair; Commissioner Paul Savas, ODOT Region 1 ACT Vice‐Chair, Clackamas County JPACT Rep.;  
Mayor Brian Hodson, Clackamas County Coordinating Committee Chair Co‐Chair 

  Washington County leadership: Commission Chair Andy Duyck; Commissioner Roy Rogers, Washington 
County Coordinating Committee Chair, ODOT Region 1 ACT Chair, Washington County JPACT Rep.;  
Mayor Denny Doyle, Washington County Cities JPACT Rep. 

  Marion‐Polk Counties / Salem‐Keizer Area Transportation Study (SKATS) leadership: Mayor Cathy Clark, Chair; 
Commissioner Sam Brentano; Commissioner Craig Pope; Councilor Jim Lewis 

  ODOT Region 2 MWACT leadership: Councilor Ken Woods, Chair  
  ODOT: Director Matt Garrett; Region 1 Manager Ryan Windsheimer; Region 2 Manager Sonny Chickering; 

Area/District 3 Manager Tim Potter 
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Clackamas County Coordinating Committee (C4) 
May 4, 2017 
Memo:  Countywide Housing Needs Assessment Discussion 

Summary: 

At the April 6, 2017 meeting, C4 members requested information be presented in the future addressing the 
scope of work for a potential countywide Housing Needs Assessment. This request is in response to one of the 
several recommended potential action items from the C4 Land Use Advisory Subcommittee report presented in 
March 2017 at C4. The information below outlines a draft scope of work summarizing a potential countywide 
Housing Needs Assessment. 

Attached for reference: 

I. Example from City of Milwaukie – Table of Contents  
II. Example from City of Richmond, VA – Table of Contents 
III. LCDC Goal 10 

Scope of Work 

IV. Scope of Work should include: 
a. Compliance with Goal 10 for all participating cities (County is not required to complete 5 year 

Housing Needs Assessment) 
b. Targeted housing information county and cities hope to achieve, including 

i. Available and not available land 
ii. Identification of single and multifamily housing 

iii. Identification of gaps in affordable housing 
iv. Identification of rental vs. ownership inventory 
v. Identification of conditions of housing 

vi. Identification of demographics 
vii. Displacement information, if applicable 

c. Incorporate already completed Housing Needs Assessments current under Goal 10. 
d. Consultant to coordinate with designated Technical Advisory Group and county/city planning 

departments as needed to complete work. 
 

V. Administration 
a. Planning Group – responsible for preparing an RFP, soliciting bids, review and selection of a 

consultant 
b. Technical Advisory Group – responsible for guiding the planning process and reviewing project 

deliverables. The TAG could include staff from all cities, county staff, as well as local developers, and 
housing non-profits. 

c. Consultant – Responsible for working with TAG and implementing the scope of work 
 

VI. Costs 
a. Estimated cost is between $100,000 and $200,000 
b. Cost sharing alternatives: 

i. Proration by population 
ii. Proration by number of housing units 

iii. Seek out grant funds to minimize costs 
13
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This analysis outlines a forecast of housing need within the City of Milwaukie. Housing need and resulting land 
need are forecast to 2036 consistent with 20-year need assessment requirements of periodic review.  This report 
presents a housing need analysis (presented in number and types of housing units) and a residential land need 
analysis, based on those projections. 
 
The primary data sources used in generating this forecast were: 
 

 Metro 2040 Population Forecast (from 2015 RTP, reviewed by Milwaukie staff) 
 Portland State University Population Research Center. 
 U.S. Census 
 Claritas Inc.1 
 City of Milwaukie Buildable Lands Inventory 
 Other sources are identified as appropriate. 

 
 

 
 

I. CITY OF MILWAUKIE DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 
 

SUMMARY 
 

The following table (Figure 1.1) presents a profile of City of Milwaukie demographics from the 2000 and 2010 
Census.  It also presents projected demographics in 2016, based on assumptions detailed in the table footnotes. 

 
 Milwaukie is a City of over 20,500 people located in the greater Portland metropolitan area. 

 Milwaukie is the 27th largest city in the state by population, and the 11th largest city in the Portland 
Metropolitan area (excluding Washington State).  The city is near the top 10% of Oregon cities in 
population size. 

 Milwaukie has experienced very flat growth since 2000, adding only an estimated 60 people in that time, 
a less than one percent growth rate.  In contrast, Clackamas County and the state experienced population 
growth of 17.5% and 17.3% respectively. (US Census and PSU Population Research Center) 

 Milwaukie is home to an estimated 8,830 households in 2016, an increase of 270 households since 2000.  
The percentage of families fell somewhat between 2000 and 2010 from 61.7% to 58.6% of all households.  
Average household size fell over this period, resulting in flat population growth even as the number of 
households increased.  The city has a relatively smaller share of family households than Clackamas County 
(69%) and the state (63%), but a greater share than Multnomah County (54%). 

 Milwaukie’s average household size is 2.32 persons, declining since 2000.  This is somewhat smaller than 
the Clackamas County average of 2.56 and the statewide average of 2.47. 

 

                                                 
1 Claritas Inc. is a third-party company providing data on demographics and market segmentation.  It is owned by the Nielson Company which 
conducts direct market research including surveying of households across the nation.  Nielson combines proprietary data with data from the 
U.S. Census, Postal Service, and other federal sources, as well as local-level sources such as Equifax, Vallassis and the National Association of 
Realtors.   Claritas promotes a “bottom-up” and “top-down” analysis using these sources to produce annual demographic and economic 
profiles for individual geographies.  Projections of future growth are based on the continuation of long-term and emergent demographic trends 
identified through the above sources. 
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FIGURE 1.1: MILWAUKIE DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

2000 2010 Growth 2016 Growth

(Census) (Census) 00-10 (Proj.) 10-16

Population1 20,490 20,291 -1.0% 20,548 1.3%

Households2 8,561 8,667 1.2% 8,831 1.9%

Families3 5,283 5,075 -4% 5,135 1%

Housing Units4 8,988 9,138 2% 9,169 0%

Group Quarters Population5 389 214 -45% 217 1%

Household Size (non-group) 2.35 2.32 -1% 2.30 -1%

Avg. Family Size 2.93 2.91 -1% 2.90 0%

2000 2010 Growth 2016 Growth

(Census) (Census) 00-10 (Proj.) 10-16

Per Capita ($) $21,342 $27,206 27% $27,220 0%

Median HH ($) $43,635 $52,852 21% $56,719 7%

SOURCE: Census, PSU Population Research Center, and Johnson Economics

Census Tables:  DP-1 (2000, 2010); DP-3 (2000); S1901 (2010 ACS 3-yr Estimates); S19301 (2010 ACS 3-yr Estimates); 

2 2016 Households = (2016 population - Group Quarters Population)/2016 HH Size

3 Ratio of 2016 Families to total HH is based on 2014 ACS 5-year Estimates

5 Ratio of 2016 Group Quarters Population to Total Population is kept constant from 2010.

4 2015 housing units are the 2010 Census total plus new units permitted from '10 through January '16 (source:  

Census, City of Milwaukie)

PER CAPITA AND AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME

POPULATION, HOUSEHOLDS, FAMILIES, AND YEAR-ROUND HOUSING UNITS

1 Population is based on the certified 2015 estimate from PSU Population Research Center, projected forward 

one year using the 2010 - 2015 growth rate (0.21%)

 
 

A. POPULATION GROWTH 
 
Since 2000, Milwaukie has grown by only roughly 60 people, or 0.3% in 16 years.   This is very slow population 
growth in comparison to most other cities in the Portland Metro area.  The US Census estimates that the 
population fell slightly between 2000 and 2010. 
 
This stability in population is not common among Metro area communities, though neighboring Gladstone – which 
is also surrounded by developed and serviced areas of unincorporated Clackamas County- has experienced 
similarly flat growth.  Clackamas County as a whole has grown an estimated 17% since 2000, while other cities in 
the county such as West Linn and Oregon City grew by 15% and 31% respectively.  Portland’s population grew by 
an estimated 16% during this period (PSU Population Research Center). 

 

B. HOUSEHOLD GROWTH & SIZE 
 
As of 2016, the city has an estimated 8,831 households.  Since 2000, Milwaukie has added an estimated 270 
households, or growth of 3%.  This is an average of just 17 households annually during this period.  The growth 
since 2000 is very similar to the number of new housing units permitted in that time (270 new households to 280 
permitted units) so housing production has kept pace with the modest level of growth. 
 
Household growth has outpaced population growth because the average household size is falling.  So while 
population growth has been slow, there has been a modest increase in the number of households. 
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Milwaukie has experienced the nationwide trend of falling average household size as birth rates have fallen, more 
people have chosen to live alone, and the Baby Boomers have become empty nesters.  As each household 
accommodates fewer people, the number of households increases relative to the population.  Thus the growth 
rate for households shown above is higher than the population growth rates discussed previously, the same 
number of people live in a greater number of smaller households. 
 
Household size has fallen from 2.35 people per household in 2000, to 2.30 people in 2016 (estimated).  For 
comparison, the average household size was 2.6 people in Clackamas County, Oregon City and West Linn, and 3.0 
in Happy Valley as of the 2010 Census. 
 
Milwaukie’s average household size of 2.32 people, with 59% family households, is small in comparison to 
Clackamas County (3.04; 69%), and nearby communities such as Happy Valley (3.15; 85%), and West Linn (2.62; 
74%). 
 
 
While this trend of diminishing household size is expected to continue, there are limits to how far the average can 
fall.  Nationwide, the rate of decrease is expected to slow over the coming years and eventually stabilize.  There is 
already evidence of this trend since 2000. 
 
Figure 1.2 shows the share of households by the number of people in 2000 and 2014, according to the Census.  
31% are single-person households, up from 30% in 2000.  This is higher than the percentage in Clackamas County 
(24%) and the state (27%).  The share of two person households grew the fastest over this period from 35% to 
38%.   
 
The share of households with three people or more fell slightly. 
 

FIGURE 1.2: NUMBER OF PEOPLE PER HOUSEHOLD, CITY OF MILWAUKIE 

 
SOURCE:  US Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS LLC 
Census Tables:  H013 (2000); B11016 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 
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C. FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS 
As of the 2010 Census, 59% of Milwaukie households were family households, down from 62% of households in 
2000.  The number of family households in Milwaukie is estimated to have fallen since 2000, by roughly 150 
households, or 3%.   
 
The Census defines family households as two or more persons, related by marriage, birth or adoption and living 
together.  In 2010, family households in Milwaukie had an average size of 2.91 people.   
 
The city has a smaller share of family households than Clackamas County (69%), but a greater share than 
Multnomah County (54%).  Across the 4-county Metro area, 64% of households are family households, and the 
national figure is 66%. 
 
 

D. HOUSING UNITS 
Data from the City of Milwaukie and the US Census indicate that the city has permitted an estimated 281 housing 
units since 2000, representing 3% growth in the housing stock.  74% of these new units were detached single 
family homes, while 26% were attached housing types.  This number of new units is within 4% of the estimated 
number of new households during the same period, indicating that housing growth was well matched to new 
need. 
 
As of 2016, the city has an estimated housing stock of roughly 9,269 units for its 8,831 estimated households.  This 
translates to an estimated vacancy rate of 4.7%.  This includes both vacant rental units and ownership units that 
may be vacant for a range of reasons, such as being on the market for sale, or owned as a second home. 
 
 

E. AGE TRENDS 
The following figure shows the share of the population falling in different age cohorts between the 2000 Census 
and the most recent 5-year American Community Survey estimates.  As the chart shows, there is a general trend 
for younger age cohorts to fall as share of total population, while older cohorts have grown in share.  This is in 
keeping with the national trend caused by the aging of the Baby Boom generation. 
 

FIGURE 1.3:  AGE COHORT TRENDS, 2000 - 2014 

 
SOURCE:  US Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS LLC 
Census Tables:  DP-1 (2000); S0101 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 
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 Figure 1.3 shows the share of the population by age according to the Census.  In general, the distribution of 

the population is shifting upwards in age as the Baby Boom generation moves into the retirement years.  The 
cohorts which grew in share during this period were those aged 15 to 34 years and those between 55 and 74 
years.  An estimated 85% of the population is under 65 years of age, and 15% of the population consists of 
children under the age of 15. 

 Clackamas County in comparison features a greater share of children under 15 years of age and older cohorts, 
and a smaller share of younger people aged 15 to 34. 

 In the 2010 Census, the local median age was under 40 years, compared to 37 in the Portland Metro area, and 
over 38 years in Oregon. 

 The greatest growth was in the 55 to 64 age range, coinciding with the center of the Baby Boom cohort.  This 
cohort grew from 9% to 15% of the population. 

 15% of the population is now 65 years or older. 

 

F. DIVERSITY TRENDS 
 
Milwaukie has also remained fairly stable in terms of diversity.  Milwaukie is roughly 90% white with small share of 
other racial groups.  Since 2000, the white population has fallen modestly while other racial groups have grown 
modestly.  Clackamas County has a similar share of white residents (88%), while the Metro area has a smaller share 
(80%). 

 

FIGURE 1.4:  RACIAL DIVERSITY, 2000 AND 2010 

 
SOURCE:  US Census 
Census Tables:  DP-1 (2000, 2010) 

 
The Hispanic or Latino community has increased more significantly in Milwaukie.  From roughly 800 individuals in 
the 2000 Census, or 4% of the population, the Latino population grew by over 600 people by the 2010 Census, to 
roughly 1,425 people, or 7% of the population.  This is comparable to the 8% Latino population in Clackamas 
County, but lower than the 12% share across the Metro area. 
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Immigration:  As of the 2014 American Community Survey2, an estimated 7% of Milwaukie’s population is foreign-
born, roughly equal to the share in 2000.  Of these, 36% were born in Asia, 34% were born in Europe, and roughly 
20% were born in Latin America.  Like the general population, these segments have shown little change since 2000. 
 
In 2010, the percentage of the population speaking a language other than English at home was 6%, down from 8% 
in 2000.  

 
The immigrant population is not homogeneous and includes households ranging from political refugees to highly-
skilled recruits to local companies.  However on average, these households do have some commonalities which are 
discussed further in Section III of this report. 
 
 

G. INCOME TRENDS 
 
The following figure presents data on income trends in Milwaukie.  
 

FIGURE 1.5:  INCOME TRENDS, 2000 – 2016 

2000 2010 Growth 2016 Growth

(Census) (Census) 00-10 (Proj.) 10-16

Per Capita ($) $21,342 $27,206 27% $27,220 0%

Median HH ($) $43,635 $52,852 21% $56,719 7%

SOURCE: Census, PSU Population Research Center, and Johnson Economics

Census Tables:  DP-1 (2000, 2010); DP-3 (2000); S1901 (2010 ACS 3-yr Estimates); S19301 (2010 ACS 3-yr Estimates); 

PER CAPITA AND AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME

 
 
 Milwaukie’s estimated median household income was nearly $57,000 in 2016.  This is 3% lower than the 

Metro area median.  However, Milwaukie’s median income is roughly 12% lower than the Clackamas County 
median of $64,700. 

 Milwaukie’s per capita income is roughly 12.5% lower than the Metro-wide per capita income ($31,100).   

 Median income has grown an estimated 28% between 2000 and 2016, in real dollars.  Inflation was an 
estimated 36% over this period, so as is the case regionally and nationwide, the local median income has not 
kept pace with inflation.   

 
Figure 1.6 presents the distribution of households by income in 2000 and 2014.  The largest income cohort is those 
households earning between $50k and $75k, at 21% of households.  46% of households earn less than this, while 
33% of households earn $75k or more per year.  (2014 data is from the American Community Survey 5-year 
estimates, so include the years of recovery from the last recession.  Thus current income levels are likely 
somewhat higher than what is presented here.) 

 
 As one would expect due to wage increases over time, the income distribution has shifted towards higher-

income cohorts (in non-adjusted dollars), with the largest gains in those households earning above $75,000 
per year. 

 22% of households earn $25k or less, very similar to 2000.  Although the lowest-earning cohorts, those earning 
$15,000 or less per year, actually grew slightly in share. 

 

                                                 
2 Census Table: B05006 (2014 ACS, 5-Year Estimates) 
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FIGURE 1.6:  HOUSEHOLD INCOME COHORTS, 2000 AND 2014 

 
SOURCE:  US Census 
Census Tables:  DP-3 (2000); S1901 (2014 ACS 5-yr Est.) 
 
 

H. POVERTY STATISTICS 
 
According to the US Census, the official poverty rate in Milwaukie has been increasing over time from 8% of 
individuals in 2000, to an estimated 13% over the most recent period reported (2014 5-year estimates).3  This is 
roughly 2,600 individuals in Milwaukie.  In comparison, the official poverty rate in Clackamas is estimated to be 
10%, and 19% in Multnomah County.  The poverty rate in Milwaukie tends to be 4% to 5% lower than that of the 
entire Metro region, which has similarly increased since 2000.   
 
In the 2010-14 period: 
 

 The Milwaukie poverty rate is highest among adults aged 18 to 64 at 13.5%.  The rate is 12% of those under 18 
years of age living in poverty.  The rate is lowest for those 65 and older at 10%. 

 For those without a high school diploma the poverty rate is 20%.  For those with a high school diploma only, 
the rate is 17.5%. 

 Among those who are employed the poverty rate is still 8%, while it is 32% for those who are unemployed. 

 The poverty rate is similar among racial groups, from 12% to 15%.  However, the poverty rate for those 
identifying as Hispanic is 22%. 

 Information on affordable housing and the homeless population are presented in the following section of this 
report. 

The official measure of poverty used by the Census dates to the 1960’s and the adequacy of this measurement has 
long been debated.  The measure is based on an estimate of three times the cost of minimum food diet in 1963 
and adjusted for inflation since that time.  The measure is adjusted for household size, composition and age of 
householder.  However, the federal poverty level is not adjusted for geographical differences across the 48 

                                                 
3 Census Tables:  QT-P34 (2000); S1701 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 
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contiguous states.  The Census itself has been working on an alternative “supplemental poverty measure” (SPM) 
for some time, but this measure is not finalized.  Preliminary results are available but only for the broadest 
geographical categories.  In the “West” region, which includes the 13 states from the Rocky Mountains to Hawaii 
and Alaska, the preliminary SPM estimated poverty to be 120% of the official estimated rate, or roughly 20% 
higher.   
 
Perhaps the most advanced alternative to the official poverty measure developed is the Self-Sufficiency Standard 
(SSS).  The SSS aims to update the measure of poverty with up to date costs estimates of a much wider range of 
cost categories (housing, child care, transportation, food, etc.), as well as much finer-grained categorization of 
household types.  The SSS income levels for different household types are currently available at the county level in 
Oregon, including Clackamas County.   
 
The following table shows a comparison of the federal poverty level and the estimated SSS for 2014 (the latest 
year the SSS was calculated.)  As the table shows, the estimated income thresholds for self-sufficiency are much 
higher than the officially recognized poverty level.  As the final columns show, the self-sufficiency thresholds are 
generally not much lower than the median household income by household size. 
 

FIGURE 1.7:  FEDERAL POVERTY GUIDELINE VS. SELF-SUFFICIENCY STANDARD (CLACKAMAS CO.) 

 
SOURCE:  US Dept. of Health and Human Services, University of Washington, US Census 

 
These poverty thresholds can be applied to individual cases, but unfortunately, neither the Census nor other 
sources provide a detailed breakdown of local households by both size and income, that would allow a more 
detailed application to Milwaukie than that found in Figure 1.7.  Nevertheless, the stark contrast between the 
lower official poverty guidelines and the SSS indicate that by this second measure, the number of households in 
Milwaukie facing financial stress is probably much higher than what is implied by the official poverty statistics. 
 
The North Clackamas School District reports that as of the end of the 2015/16, 60% of students in Milwaukie 
schools were eligible for free or reduced-priced lunch.  This is roughly 1,850 students.  Eligibility for this program is 
based on federal income guidelines which fall in between the official poverty guideline and SSS presented above.  
The highest eligibility is found at Lewelling Elementary and Rowe Middle School with 68% of students being eligible 
at each.  The remaining schools have eligibility rates between 54% and 56% (North Clackamas School District). 
 
One measure of poverty as it relates to housing is the share of income local households are spending on their 
housing costs.  As discussed in more detail in Section II(F) of this report, over 37% of all households spend more 
than 30% of their income on housing costs.  Among renters, 45% of households spend more than 30% of their 
income, while 22% of renter households spend more than 50% of their income on housing costs. 
 
 

I. EMPLOYMENT TRENDS 
 
This section provides an overview of employment and industry trends in Milwaukie that may impact housing.  
These subjects will be covered in much greater detail in the Goal 9 Economic Opportunities Analysis that is being 
completed concurrently to this Housing Market Analysis project. 
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Commuting Patterns:  The following figure shows the inflow and outflow of commuters to Milwaukie according to 
the Census Employment Dynamics Database.  As of 2014, the most recent year available, the Census estimates 
12,390 jobs located in Milwaukie.  Only 678 of these, or 5.5%, are held by local residents, while over 11,700 
employees commute into the city from elsewhere. 

 

FIGURE 1.8:  COMMUTING PATTERNS, MILWAUKIE 

 
SOURCE:  US Census Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics 

 
Of the estimated 9,086 employed Milwaukie residents, 93% of them commute elsewhere to employment.  An 
estimated 45% of them commute to Portland for their primary job. 
 
While these numbers may seem stark, this pattern is actually fairly consistent across communities, and particularly 
in an interconnected metropolitan area where many people live and work in different communities and spouses 
and other family members often do not work in the same community. 
 
The following numbers show broad income levels for each of the commuting groups (outflowing, inflowing, and 
interior).  The income categories shown here are due to how the Census reports this data. 
 
Comparing the highest-earning category of workers, we see that 44% of those residents leaving the city to work 
(outflow) are in this category, while 39% of residents who stay in the city for work (interior) are in this category.  
Meanwhile, of those non-residents commuting into the community for work (inflow), 49% are in the highest 
income category. 
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FIGURE 1.9:  INCOME LEVELS BY COMMUTING COHORT (PRIMARY JOBS) 
OUTFLOWING, INFLOWING, AND INTERIOR EMPLOYEES 

 
SOURCE:  US Census Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics 

 
 
Jobs/Household Ratio:  Milwaukie features a healthy jobs-to-households ratio.  There are an estimated 12,400 
jobs in the city of Milwaukie, and an estimated 9,100 Milwaukie residents in the labor force.  This represents 1.4 
jobs per household and more than one job per working adult.  Considering the proximity of other major employers 
in the south Metro area, there seems to be ample employment for Milwaukie’s population. 
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II. CURRENT HOUSING CONDITIONS 
 
The following figure presents a profile of the current housing stock and market indicators in Milwaukie.  This 
profile forms the foundation to which current and future housing needs will be compared. 
 

A. HOUSING TENURE 
 
Milwaukie has a greater share of homeowner households than renter households.  In the 2010 Census 58.5% of 
occupied units were owner occupied, and 41.5% renter occupied, essentially a 3/2 split (Census table DP-1).  (The 
2010 Census features a lower margin of error than more recent ACS data.)  The estimated ownership rate is higher 
in both Clackamas County (69%) and the entire Metro region (62%). 
 
The ownership rate in Milwaukie has fallen slightly since 2000 from 60%. 
 
 

B. HOUSING STOCK 
 
As shown in Figure 1.1, Milwaukie had an estimated 9,270 housing units in 2016, with a vacancy rate of 4.7% 
(includes ownership and rental units).  The housing stock has increased by roughly 281 units since 2000, or growth 
of 3%. 
 

FIGURE 2.1:  ESTIMATED NUMBER OF UNITS, BY PROPERTY TYPE, 2000 AND 2014 

 
SOURCE:  US Census 
Census Tables:  H030 (2000); B25024 (2014 ACS 5-year Estimates) 

 
Figure 2.1 shows the estimated number of units by type between the 2000 Census and the 2014 American 
Community Survey.  Given the relatively slow population and household growth, there has been little change in 
the breakdown of unit types in the community.  Detached single-family homes represent an estimated 66% of 
housing units.  Units in larger apartment complexes of 50 or more units represent 8% of units, and other types of 
attached homes represent 25% of units. (Attached single family generally includes townhomes, some condos, and 
plexes which are separately metered.) 
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C. NUMBER OF BEDROOMS 
Figure 2.2 shows the share of units for owners and renters by the number of bedrooms they have.  In general, 
owner-occupied units are much more likely to have three or more bedrooms, while renter occupied units are much 
more likely to have two or fewer bedrooms. 

 

FIGURE 2.2:  NUMBER OF BEDROOMS FOR OWNER AND RENTER UNITS, 2014 

 
SOURCE:  US Census 
Census Tables:  B25042 (2014 ACS 5-year Estimates) 

 
 

D. UNITS TYPES BY TENURE 
As Figure 2.3 and 2.4 show, a large share of owner-occupied units (94%) are detached homes, which is related to 
why owner-occupied units tend to have offer more bedrooms.  Renter-occupied units are much more distributed 
among a range of structure types.  32% of rented units are estimated to be detached homes, while the remainder 
are some form of attached unit. 
 

FIGURE 2.3:  CURRENT INVENTORY BY UNIT TYPE, FOR OWNERSHIP AND RENTAL HOUSING 
 

OWNERSHIP HOUSING 

 
 

RENTAL HOUSING 

 
Sources:  US Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
Census Tables:  B25004, B25032, B25063, B25075 (2014 ACS 4-yr Estimates) 
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FIGURE 2.4:  CURRENT INVENTORY BY UNIT TYPE, BY SHARE 

94%
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Sources:  US Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
Census Tables:  B25004, B25032, B25063, B25075 (2014 ACS 4-yr Estimates) 

 

E. AGE OF HOUSING STOCK 
Milwaukie’s housing stock reflects the pattern of settlement in the area, with the earliest standing homes dating to 
the mid-1800’s.  Nearly 80% of the housing stock is pre-1980’s with the remainder being post 1980.  The 1960’s 
and 1970’s saw the highest amount of development activity with roughly 1,800 units dating from each of those 
decades.  There are an estimated 1,262 units dating from post 1990.  The following figure shows that a higher 
share of renters tend to live in housing stock from the 1960’s and 1970’s.  A greater share of owners tend to live in 
homes from the 1950’s and 1960’s, and in the oldest and newest homes. 
 

FIGURE 2.5:  AGE OF UNITS FOR OWNERS AND RENTERS 

 
SOURCE:  US Census 
Census Tables:  B25036 (2014 ACS 5-year Estimates) 
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F. HOUSING COSTS VS. LOCAL INCOMES 
 

Figure 2.6 shows the percentage of income that local households are spending on housing based on their income 
group.  As one might expect, lower income households spend a larger percentage of their income on housing costs 
than higher income households.  Of those earning less than $20,000, 82% of households spend more than 30% of 
income on housing costs.  (Spending 30% or less on housing costs is a common measure of “affordability” used by 
HUD and others, and in the analysis presented in this report.) 
 
Even half of those households earning $35,000 to $49,000 pay more than 30% of income towards housing costs.  
Only those earning more than $50,000 have a relatively small percentage paying more than 30%. 
 
In total, over 3,200 Milwaukie households (37%) are estimated to pay more than 30% of income towards housing 
costs. 

 

FIGURE 2.6:  HOUSING COSTS AS PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME, BY INCOME GROUP 

 
Sources:  US Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
Census Table:  B25106 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 

 
The following figures shows the percentage of household income spent towards gross rent for local renter 
households only.  This more fine grained data shows that not only are nearly 45% of renters spending more than 
30% of their income on rent, but an estimated 22% are spending 50% or more of their income. 
 
Renters are disproportionately lower income relative to homeowners.  The burden of housing costs are felt more 
broadly for these households, and as the analysis presented in later section shows there is a need for more 
affordable rental units in Milwaukie, as in most of the Metro area. 
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FIGURE 2.7:  PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME SPENT ON GROSS RENT, MILWAUKIE RENTER HOUSEHOLDS 

 
Sources:  US Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
Census Table:  B25070 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 

 
 

G. TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
 
When considering the cost of housing in various locations and communities within a region, it is important to also 
consider transportation costs.  For instance, a community which is located farther from major job centers may 
have lower cost housing, but residents may experience greater transportation costs due to a longer commute, gas 
usage, car ownership, maintenance, etc.  Similarly, differences in which alternative transit modes are available and 
viable may also impact transportation costs for residents.  Therefore, some advocate considering transportation 
costs and housing costs together, to gauge a more complete estimate of the cost of living in a given location. 
 
There are a few potential measures of additional transportation costs Milwaukie households may be facing.  The 
Center for Neighborhood Technology has created a Housing and Transportation (H+T) Affordability Index to 
measure this full cost in various communities.4  The index compares a wide range of variables on households, 
housing costs, and transportation to derive a general index figure for a geography.  The H+T index for Milwaukie, 
and surrounding areas is presented in Figure 2.8 below. 
 
According to the index, the combined housing and transportation cost for the median Milwaukie resident is 49%, 
which is tied with Portland as the lowest among the geographies considered.  Clackamas County in general, and 
other communities in the county all have a higher estimated cost for housing and transportation than Milwaukie.  
However, looking more closely at the numbers, reveals that most of the difference is found in the cost of housing.  
The transportation costs are estimated at between 19% and 23% of median income for all geographies.  Milwaukie 
falls near the median, with an average transportation cost of 21% of income.  According to this measure the 
average Milwaukie residents pays relatively less of their income towards housing than the other communities. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 http://htaindex.cnt.org/about/ 
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FIGURE 2.8:  HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION AFFORDABILITY INDEX, MILWAUKIE AND COMPARABLE GEOGRAPHIES 

 
Sources:  Center for Neighborhood Technology 

 
These findings are somewhat supported by Census data on commuting patterns.  74% of Milwaukie workers 
commute alone by car, which is somewhat less than in the county as a whole, but a greater share than in Portland 
or the general Metro area.  This data precedes the opening of the MAX Light Rail service to Milwaukie.  For those 
who drive, the average commute time is very similar across the geographies, with Clackamas County having slightly 
longer average commute times than the other geographies. 
 

FIGURE 2.9:  COMMUTING CHARACTERISTICS, MILWAUKIE AND COMPARABLE GEOGRAPHIES (2014) 

Means of Transportation to Work

Car, truck, or van - drove alone: 7,318 74% 136,262 77% 178,506 58% 606,560 69%

Car, truck, or van - carpooled: 862 9% 15,853 9% 29,109 9% 86,513 10%

Public transportation (excluding taxi): 617 6% 5,257 3% 36,396 12% 62,404 7%

Walked: 169 2% 3,583 2% 17,690 6% 33,726 4%

Taxicab, motorcycle, bicycle, or other: 299 3% 2,368 1% 23,000 7% 32,574 4%

Worked at home: 576 6% 13,730 8% 23,312 8% 57,218 7%

Total: 9,841 177,053 308,013 878,995

Average commute time: 25.1 min. 27.7 min. 25.4 min. 25.9 min.

Average car commute time: 23.8 min. 27.4 min. 23.6 min. 25.1 min.

Milwaukie Clack. Co. Portland Metro Area

 
Sources:  US Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
Census Table:  B08101, B08134 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 

 
The combination of the H+T index and Census commute data do not indicate that the average Milwaukie 
household would spend significantly more of their income towards housing than other Clackamas County 
communities or similar suburban communities outside of central Portland.  These households will be somewhat 
more likely to drive and therefore have accompanying car ownership costs.  Overall, 93% of Milwaukie households 
own at least one car, similar to the 91% of households across the Metro area (Census Table B25044). 
 

 

H. PUBLICLY-ASSISTED HOUSING 
 
Milwaukie has an estimated 350 subsidized affordable housing units, ranging from single-family homes to large 
apartment complexes.  200 of the units are owned by the Housing Authority of Clackamas County (HACC), in 
Hillside Park and Hillside Manor communities.  HACC also administers 78 “scattered site” units in the community, 
which are dispersed individual housing units.  The remainder of the affordable units are operated by non-profit 
housing agencies in 6 properties. 
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As Figure 2.10 shows, Milwaukie is home to roughly 13% of the County’s affordable housing (not including Housing 
Choice Vouchers).   
 

FIGURE 2.10:  SUBSIDIZED HOUSING UNITS IN CLACKAMAS COUNTY COMMUNITIES 

Geography

Clackamas County: 3,264 100%

Milwaukie: 428 13%

97267 ZIP (S. of Milwaukie) 412 13%

Happy Valley: 417 13%

West Linn: 0 0%

Lake Oswego: 75 2%

Oregon City: 517 16%

Subsidized Units*

* Includes HACC Public Housing, scattered sites, and other forms of subsidized housing, including 

Tax Credits, and project-based Section 8.  Does not include residents with Housing Choice Vouchers.
 

Sources:  Oregon Housing and Community Services, HACC 

 
HACC estimates that roughly 475 Section 8 housing choice vouchers are currently used by residents in Milwaukie.  
This is roughly 1/4 of the roughly 1,675 vouchers administered by HACC.   
 
The estimated 903 total households in Milwaukie in subsidized housing or using vouchers represents about 10% of 
total local households (8,831). 
 
A Point-in-Time count of homeless individuals in Clackamas County conducted in January of 2015 found 2,196 
homeless individuals on the streets, in shelters, or other temporary and/or precarious housing. These figures are 
for the entire county.5  This included: 
 
 208 people in emergency shelter, warming shelter, or transitional housing programs; 
 1,504 people living in doubled-up or unstable housing; 
 484 people unsheltered; 
 205 chronically homeless. 
 
 An estimated 53% of those counted were male, and 47% female. 
 Children under the age of 18 made up 47% of those counted, at 1,026 individual children. 
 The North Clackamas School District counts 127 homeless K-12 students in the 2015/16 year. 

 
An analysis of the ability of current and projected housing supply to meet the needs of low-income people, and the 
potential shortfall is included in the following sections of this report. 

                                                 
5 Figures via Clackamas County Health, Housing, and Human Services, and North Clackamas School District 
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III. CURRENT HOUSING NEEDS (CITY OF MILWAUKIE) 
 
The profile of current housing conditions in the study area is based on Census 2010, which the Portland State 
University Population Research Center (PRC) uses to develop yearly estimates that have been further forecasted to 
2016.  (The growth rate between the 2010 Census and the 2015 certified estimates from the PRC was extended 
forward one year to 2016.) Estimates of current population and households were cross referenced with estimates 
from Claritas, and the U.S. Census. 

 
FIGURE 3.1: CURRENT HOUSING PROFILE (2016) 

SOURCE

Total 2015 Population: 20,548
US Census, PSU Pop. Research 

Center

- Estimated group housing population: 217 (1.1% of Total ) US Census

Estimated Non-Group 2016 Population: 20,331 (Total  - Group)

Avg. HH Size: 2.30 US Census

Estimated Non-Group 2016 Households: 8,831 (Pop/HH Size)

Total Housing Units: 9,269 (Occupied + Vacant) Census 2010 + permits

Occupied Housing Units: 8,831 (= # of HH)

Vacant Housing Units: 438 (Total  HH - Occupied)

Current Vacancy Rate: 4.7% (Vacant units/ Total  units )

Sources:  Johnson Economics, City of MILWAUKIE, PSU Population Research Center, U.S. Census

CURRENT HOUSING CONDITIONS (2016)

 
*This table reflects population, household and housing unit projections shown in Figure 1.1 

 
We estimate a current population of roughly 20,550, living in 8,830 households (excluding group living situations). 
Average household size is 2.3 persons. 
 
There are an estimated 9,269 housing units in the city, with 440 units vacant. The estimated 2016 vacancy rate of 
housing units is 4.7%.  This includes units vacant for any reason, not just those which are currently for sale or rent. 

 
ESTIMATE OF CURRENT HOUSING DEMAND 
Following the establishment of the current housing profile, the current housing demand was determined based 
upon the age and income characteristics of current households. 
 
The analysis considered the propensity of households in specific age and income levels to either rent or own their 
home (tenure), in order to derive the current demand for ownership and rental housing units and the appropriate 
housing cost level of each.  This is done by combining data on tenure by age and tenure by income from the Census 
American Community Survey (tables: B25007 and B25118, 2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates). 
 
The analysis takes into account the average amount that owners and renters tend to spend on housing costs.  For 
instance, lower income households tend to spend more of their total income on housing, while upper income 
households spend less on a percentage basis.  In this case, it was assumed that households in lower income bands 
would prefer housing costs at no more than 30% of gross income (a common measure of affordability).  Higher 
income households pay a decreasing share down to 20% for the highest income households. 
 
While the Census estimates that nearly half of low-income households pay more than 30% of their income for 
housing, this is an estimate of current preferred demand.  It assumes that low-income households prefer (or 
demand) units affordable to them at no more than 30% of income, rather than more expensive units.  
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Figure 3.2 presents a snapshot of current housing demand (i.e. preferences) equal to the number of households in 
the study area (8,831). 
 
The breakdown of tenure (owners vs. renters) reflects data from the 2014 ACS.  The 59% ownership rate in 
Milwaukie is lower than the statewide rate of 62%.  The homeownership rate in Milwaukie has declined slightly 
from 60% in 2000.  During this period the statewide rate fell from 64% to 62%.  Nationally, the homeownership 
rate has nearly reached the historical average of 65%, after the rate climbed from the late 1990’s to 2004 (69%). 
 

FIGURE 3.2: ESTIMATE OF CURRENT HOUSING DEMAND (2016) 

Price Range
# of 

Households
Income Range

% of 

Total
Cumulative

$0k - $90k 233 Less than $15,000 4.5% 4.5%

$90k - $130k 452 $15,000 - $24,999 8.7% 13.1%

$130k - $190k 339 $25,000 - $34,999 6.5% 19.6%

$190k - $240k 838 $35,000 - $49,999 16.1% 35.7%

$240k - $300k 1,029 $50,000 - $74,999 19.7% 55.4%

$300k - $380k 1,016 $75,000 - $99,999 19.5% 74.9%

$380k - $490k 606 $100,000 - $124,999 11.6% 86.5%

$490k - $580k 260 $125,000 - $149,999 5.0% 91.5%

$580k - $770k 323 $150,000 - $199,999 6.2% 97.6%

$770k + 123 $200,000+ 2.4% 100.0%

Totals: 5,217 % of All: 59.1%

Rent Level
# of 

Households
Income Range

% of 

Total
Cumulative

$0 - $400 672 Less than $15,000 18.6% 18.6%

$400 - $600 447 $15,000 - $24,999 12.4% 31.0%

$600 - $900 432 $25,000 - $34,999 11.9% 42.9%

$900 - $1100 531 $35,000 - $49,999 14.7% 57.6%

$1100 - $1400 846 $50,000 - $74,999 23.4% 81.0%

$1400 - $1800 436 $75,000 - $99,999 12.1% 93.1%

$1800 - $2300 130 $100,000 - $124,999 3.6% 96.6%

$2300 - $2700 59 $125,000 - $149,999 1.6% 98.3%

$2700 - $3600 25 $150,000 - $199,999 0.7% 99.0%

$3600 + 37 $200,000+ 1.0% 100.0% All Households

Totals: 3,614 % of All: 40.9% 8,831

Ownership

Rental

 
Sources:  PSU Population Research Center, Claritas Inc., Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
Census Tables:  B25007, B25106, B25118 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 
Claritas:  Estimates of income by age of householder 

 
The estimated home price and rent ranges are irregular because they are mapped to the affordability levels of the 
Census income level categories.  For instance, an affordable home for those in the lowest income category (less 
than $15,000) would have to cost $90,000 or less.  Affordable rent for someone in this category would be $400 or 
less. 
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The affordable price level for ownership housing assumes 30-year amortization, at an interest rate of 6% 
(significantly more than the current rate, but in line with historic norms), with 15% down payment.  These 
assumptions are designed to represent prudent lending and borrowing levels for ownership households.  The 30-
year mortgage commonly serves as the standard.  In the last decade, down payment requirements fell 
significantly, but standards have tightened somewhat since the 2008/9 credit crisis.  While 20% is often cited as 
the standard for most buyers, it is common for homebuyers, particularly first-time buyers, to pay significantly less 
than this using available programs.   
 
Interest rates are subject to disruption from national and global economic forces, and therefore impossible to 
forecast beyond the short term.  The 6% used here is roughly the average 30-year rate over the last 20 years.  The 
general trend has been falling interest rates since the early 1980’s, but coming out of the recent recession, many 
economists believe that rates cannot fall farther and must begin to climb as the Federal Reserve raises its rate over 
the coming years. 
 

 

CURRENT HOUSING INVENTORY 
The profile of current housing demand (Figure 3.2) represents the preference and affordability levels of 
households. In reality, the current housing supply (Figure 3.3 below) differs from this profile, meaning that some 
households may find themselves in housing units which are not optimal, either not meeting the household’s 
own/rent preference, or being unaffordable (requiring more than 30% of gross income). 
 
A profile of current housing supply in Milwaukie was determined using Census data from the most recently 
available 2014 ACS, which provides a profile of housing values, rent levels, and housing types (single family, 
attached, mobile home, etc.).  The 5-year estimates from the ACS were used because 3-year and 1-year estimates 
are not yet available for the Milwaukie geography.  These value estimates were escalated by the estimated growth 
in the median pricing from this five year period to 2016.  The median price has risen an estimated 43% in this time. 
 

 An estimated 58.5% of housing units are ownership units, while an estimated 41.5% of housing units are 
rental units. This very closely matches the estimated demand profile shown in Figure 3.2.  (The inventory 
includes vacant units, so the breakdown of ownership vs. rental does not exactly match the tenure split of 
actual households.) 
 

 95% of ownership units are detached homes, while 45% of rental units are in structures of 5 units or 
more. 
 

 Of total housing units, an estimated 70% are detached homes, while 29% are some sort of attached type.  
Less than 1% are mobile home units. 

 
 Subsidized affordable housing units found in Milwaukie are represented by the inventory found at the 

lowest end of the rental spectrum.  Ownership housing found at the lower end of the spectrum generally 
reflect mobile homes, or homes in poor condition on small or irregular lots.  These properties may be 
candidates for redevelopment when next they sell, but are currently estimated to have low value. 
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FIGURE 3.3: PROFILE OF CURRENT HOUSING SUPPLY (2016) 

Price Range
Single Family 

Detached

Single Family 

Attached
Duplex

3- or 4-

plex

5+ Units 

MFR

Mobile 

home

Boat, RV, 

other temp

Total 

Units
% of Units

Cummulative 

%

$0k - $90k 100 35 4 0 0 55 0 194 3.6% 3.6%

$90k - $130k 36 5 6 0 0 5 0 52 1.0% 4.5%

$130k - $190k 182 0 7 0 6 0 0 194 3.6% 8.1%

$190k - $240k 327 0 0 0 14 0 0 341 6.3% 14.4%

$240k - $300k 1,131 27 0 0 42 0 0 1,200 22.1% 36.6%

$300k - $380k 1,881 19 0 0 39 0 0 1,939 35.8% 72.4%

$380k - $490k 903 0 0 0 16 0 0 918 17.0% 89.3%

$490k - $580k 373 0 0 0 0 0 0 373 6.9% 96.2%

$580k - $770k 111 0 0 0 0 0 0 111 2.0% 98.3%

$770k + 95 0 0 0 0 0 0 95 1.7% 100.0%

Totals: 5,138 87 17 0 116 60 0 5,418 % of All Units: 58.5%

Percentage: 94.8% 1.6% 0.3% 0.0% 2.1% 1.1% 0.0% 100.0%

Price Range
Single Family 

Detached

Single Family 

Attached
Duplex

3- or 4-

plex

5+ Units 

MFR

Mobile 

home

Boat, RV, 

other temp

Total 

Units
% of Units

Cummulative 

%

$0 - $400 0 0 0 0 174 0 0 174 4.5% 4.5%

$400 - $600 0 0 0 0 136 0 0 136 3.5% 8.1%

$600 - $900 0 0 16 32 273 0 0 321 8.3% 16.4%

$900 - $1100 123 72 29 94 406 0 0 724 18.8% 35.2%

$1100 - $1400 426 155 96 219 523 0 0 1,419 36.8% 72.0%

$1400 - $1800 257 0 0 8 149 0 0 415 10.8% 82.8%

$1800 - $2300 310 0 0 0 77 0 0 387 10.1% 92.9%

$2300 - $2700 251 0 0 0 0 0 0 251 6.5% 99.4%

$2700 - $3600 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 0.6% 100.0%

$3600 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 100.0%

Totals: 1,391 227 141 353 1,739 0 0 3,851 % of All Units: 41.5%

Percentage: 36.1% 5.9% 3.7% 9.2% 45.2% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Single Family 

Detached

Single Family 

Attached
Duplex

3- or 4-

plex

5+ Units 

MFR

Mobile 

home

Boat, RV, 

other temp

Total 

Units
% of Units

Totals: 6,529 314 158 353 1,854 60 0 9,269 100%

Percentage: 70.4% 3.4% 1.7% 3.8% 20.0% 0.7% 0.0% 100.0%

TOTAL HOUSING UNITS

OWNERSHIP HOUSING

RENTAL HOUSING

 
Sources:  US Census, PSU Population Research Center, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
Census Tables:  B25004, B25032, B25063, B25075 (2014 ACS 5-yr Estimates) 

 
COMPARISON OF CURRENT HOUSING DEMAND WITH CURRENT SUPPLY 
A comparison of estimated current housing demand with the existing supply identifies the existing discrepancies 
between needs and the housing which is currently available. 
 
In general, this identifies a current need for additional ownership units at a range of price points, counterbalanced 
by a surplus of units in the $240,000 to $580,000 range.  This is simply an indicator that most housing in the 
Milwaukie market is found in this range.  Based on analysis of household incomes and ability to pay, there should 
be support for some ownership housing at higher and lower price points. 
 
The analysis identifies a general need for rental units at the lowest price level.  There are levels of estimated 
surplus for apartments ($900 to $1400 per month).  Again, this represents the current average rent prices in 
Milwaukie, where most units can be expected to congregate.  Rentals at more expensive levels generally represent 
single family homes for rent. 
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FIGURE 3.4: COMPARISON OF CURRENT NEED TO CURRENT SUPPLY (2016) 

Price Range

Estimated 

Current 

Need

Estimated 

Current 

Supply

Unmet 

(Need) or 

Surplus

Rent

Estimated 

Current 

Need

Estimated 

Current 

Supply

Unmet 

(Need) or 

Surplus

$0k - $90k 233 194 (39) $0 - $400 672 174 (497)

$90k - $130k 452 52 (399) $400 - $600 447 136 (311)

$130k - $190k 339 194 (145) $600 - $900 432 321 (111)

$190k - $240k 838 341 (497) $900 - $1100 531 724 193

$240k - $300k 1,029 1,200 172 $1100 - $1400 846 1,419 573

$300k - $380k 1,016 1,939 923 $1400 - $1800 436 415 (21)

$380k - $490k 606 918 313 $1800 - $2300 130 387 258

$490k - $580k 260 373 114 $2300 - $2700 59 251 192

$580k - $770k 323 111 (212) $2700 - $3600 25 24 (1)

$770k + 123 95 (28) $3600 + 37 0 (37)

Totals: 5,217 5,418 201 Totals: 3,614 3,851 237

Occupied Units: 8,831

All Housing Units: 9,269

Total Unit Surplus: 438

Ownership Rental

 
Sources:  PSU Population Research Center, Claritas Inc., Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
This table is a synthesis of data presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. 

 
There are an estimated 438 units more than the current number of households, which reflects the city’s current 
vacancy rate of 4.7%. 
 
Figure 3.4 is illustrating where current market-level pricing is in Milwaukie.  Housing prices and rent levels will tend 
to congregate around those price levels.  These levels will be too costly for some (i.e. require more than 30% in 
gross income) or “too affordable” for others (i.e. they have income levels that indicate they could afford more 
expensive housing if it were available).  In general, these findings demonstrate that there are fewer housing 
opportunities at lower price points than might be considered “affordable” to many local households, particularly 
for renter households. 
 
The following figures (Figure 3.5 and 3.6) present this information in chart form, comparing the estimated number 
of households in given income ranges, and the supply of units currently affordable within those income ranges.  
The data is presented for owner and renter households. 
 

* * * 
 
The findings of current need form the foundation for projected future housing need, presented in a following 
section. 
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FIGURE 3.5: COMPARISON OF OWNER HOUSEHOLD INCOME GROUPS TO  
ESTIMATED SUPPLY AFFORDABLE AT THOSE INCOME LEVELS (2016) 
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Sources:  PSU Population Research Center, Claritas Inc., Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 

 
FIGURE 3.6: COMPARISON OF RENTER HOUSEHOLD INCOME GROUPS TO  
ESTIMATED SUPPLY AFFORDABLE AT THOSE INCOME LEVELS (2016) 
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Sources:  PSU Population Research Center, Claritas Inc., Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 
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IV. ANTICIPATED HOUSING TRENDS 
 
This section discusses current and anticipated demographic and market trends which are expected to impact the 
nature of housing demand and development in the future.  These are macro-level trends which generally apply on 
a regional or nationwide scale, but the potential impact for Milwaukie is discussed in each case.  The impacts of 
these trends are factored into the projection of housing need and residential land need detailed in following 
sections of this report. 
 
The major demographic trends discussed here are: 
 

 Future housing types  
 Migration to urban environments 
 Diminishing household sizes 
 Baby Boom generation transitions 
 Millennial generation preferences 
 Immigration 
 Workforce housing 

 

A. Future Housing Types 
The nature of future housing opportunities has been a key topic of discussion in the Metro area since the adoption 
of the current planning framework.  With a single UGB encompassing over 30 jurisdictions, the policy of Metro is to 
encourage increased density of uses within the boundary through efficient use and reuse of available land, and 
strategic transportation investment to ease the movement of people and goods around the region.  As part of this 
effort, the Metropolitan Housing Rule, among other policies are generally meant to encourage more development 
of dense housing, such as small-lot single family homes, infill development, and a greater share of attached forms 
than typically seen in the past. 
 
As demand increases, prices rise, and remaining land within the UGB is developed, denser forms of development 
and creative reuse of parcels through infill and redevelopment become more economically viable.  This is 
increasingly the case for developed parts of the Metro area such as Milwaukie, which offer few opportunities for 
large-scale development of single-family subdivisions.  Any growth that occurs will largely be accommodated 
within the current city boundary. 
 
Metro and other communities in the region are currently exploring solutions to moderately increasing density in 
traditional single family neighborhoods with housing types that are more compatible with single family homes 
such as cottage clusters, accessory dwelling units, corner-lot duplexes and internal division of larger homes. 
 
Implications for Milwaukie:  As stated, the Goal 10 process and Metropolitan Housing Rule put requirements on 
the future distribution of housing types.  The continuing constraints of the UGB, along with the region’s planning 
framework and policies, create an atmosphere in which individual jurisdictions are likely to see an increasing share 
of attached housing types (from townhomes to large complexes) in order to accommodate projected demand.  
These assumptions are reflected in the housing projections included in the following section of this report. 
 
Since 2000, detached units have constituted an estimated 74% of permitted units in Milwaukie (182 total), 
meaning that the community continues to see mostly single-family home construction.  The amount and type of 
housing built in the future will be impacted by the available buildable lands and zoning in the city, as discussed in 
the conclusions of this report. 
 
 

B. Migration to Urban Environments 
Recent decades have seen the revitalization of city centers and a return of population growth in the urban core.  
For many metro areas, including the Portland Metro, this is a reversal of the out-migration trends of the 1970’s 
and 1980’s when the perception of urban crime and dysfunction led many to move to the suburbs to find a better 
family environment plus more space, cheaper housing and better schools.  Since the late 1990’s, the return of 
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urban prosperity, continuously falling crime rates, and a reaction against long commutes, many cities have seen 
increasing demand to live in the downtown area, or the surrounding neighborhoods. 
 
In the Portland Metro area there is evidence that growth and rising housing costs in central Portland is causing 
spillover effects across the region.  Adjacent cities such as Milwaukie now provide an attractive lower-cost 
alternative for younger households. 
 
Some experts interpret the resurgence of core cities as impetus for suburbs to encourage some aspects of urban 
lifestyle in the suburbs, most notably by revitalizing traditional downtowns, zoning for mixed uses, and/or creating 
new town center models which offer the benefits of a more urban environment on a smaller scale.6  This trend is 
already apparent in many suburban cities, including Milwaukie, where City redevelopment efforts and the opening 
of the MAX Orange Line are accelerating this effect. 

 
Implications for Milwaukie:  The city of Milwaukie will continue to benefit from the general trend of migration to 
urban areas.  The metro area as a whole can expect continued growth, with different suburbs filling different 
niches in terms of housing affordability, lifestyle amenities, and employment opportunities. 
 
Milwaukie is an attractive established community, with good transportation connections to other parts of the 
Metro area. The city can continue to prioritize bringing some of the benefits of a more urban environment to the 
community, through the long-term development of mixed use areas such as the downtown, and station areas. 

 
 
C. Diminishing Household Sizes 
There is a clear long-term trend in the United States of falling household (and family) sizes.  In 1900, the average 
household size in the US was 4.6 persons.  By 1950, it was 3.4 persons, and in 2010 it was 2.58 persons (US 
Census).  This is a rate of decline of -0.5% per year since 1900. 
 
However, in recent decades the trend has slowed considerably.  Since 1980, the rate of decline has been -0.2%.  
Between 2000 and 2010, the average household size was essentially unchanged.  In Milwaukie, the average 
household size fell from 2.35 in 2000 to 2.32 in 2010, a rate of decline of -0.1% per year. 
 
Milwaukie’s average household size of 2.32 people, with 59% family households, is small in comparison to 
Clackamas County (3.04; 69%), and nearby communities such as Happy Valley (3.15; 85%), and West Linn (2.62; 
74%). 
 
Nationally, a continued slow decline of household size is expected over coming decades.  Younger baby boomers 
will transition to empty nest status as kids leave the households.  Older boomers will transition to single-person 
households as spouses pass away, if not in the coming decade than the following decade.  (As discussed in more 
detail below, the size of the baby boom generation causes them to have an outsized effect on demographic 
trends.) 
 
At the same time, the trend for younger generations to delay having children and having fewer children than 
previous generations will continue.  However, the rate of decline will continue to slow and the average household 
size is likely to reach a stable level eventually, as it cannot realistically approach a size of 1.0 person per household. 
 
Implications for Milwaukie:  In keeping with the national trend, the city of Milwaukie has experienced a falling 
household size for many decades.  This is expected to continue into the future.  The following section of this report 
uses estimates for 2040 population and households from the Metro 2015 RTP project.  These estimates were 
reviewed by Milwaukie staff.  Those estimates imply a 2035 household size of 2.28, which would mean a continued 
rate of decline of -0.1% per year.  (See following section for specifics.) 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 McIlwain, John.  “Housing in America: The Next Decade.”  ULI, 2010. 
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D. Baby Boom Generation Transitions 
Due to its sheer size, the baby boom generation has dominated US demographic trends since its appearance 
between 1946 and 1965 (the generally accepted definition of the baby boom generation.)  There are an estimated 
78 million boomers, making them approximately 26% of the US population.  In 2016, this generation is roughly 51 
to 71 years old. 
 
Demographers often split the baby boom generation into an older and younger cohort when discussing their needs 
and preferences.7  The prospects of these two cohorts are likely to be very different given the different economic 
circumstances in which they came of age, and severity of the last recession.   
 
The older cohort, aged 60 to 70, is closer to retirement or retired, with less time to repair household finances if it is 
needed.  Many in this generation lost retirement resources and significant home equity in the economic downturn 
of 2007-09.   
Nevertheless, many in this older cohort were already near to retirement when the recession hit, and had built 
sufficient nest eggs and pension benefits to retire as planned.  This cohort was able to take advantage of generally 
rising income growth and national prosperity over their careers.  .  Many have access to pension and health 
benefits in retirement that are no longer offered to most workers. 
 
The younger cohort (aged 50-60) is larger, representing about 2/3 of the generation.  Much of this cohort is still in 
the prime of its earning years, many with children still at home or in college.  Though they may have suffered a 
setback to saving and job prospects during the recession, there is still the opportunity to retrench for retirement. 
 
Economically, this younger boomer cohort has more in common with younger generations, in that it has 
experienced wage stagnation over the last decade.  They did not necessarily share in the constant income growth 
and generous retirement benefits sometimes associated with older boomers. 
 
In terms of housing, the baby boom generation is more likely to own their homes, having decades to enter the 
ownership market and build equity.  They are more likely to have greater equity in their homes, providing some 
cushion from the recent downturn.  The improving housing market has now alleviated most of those with 
underwater mortgages and other forms of housing distress, allowing them to move for jobs and retirement and 
see greater equity from their homes. 

 
Since baby boomers are likely to remain healthier and more active for longer than the previous generation, they 
are likely to delay downsizing and seeking out senior-focused facilities for some time.  However, some of this 
cohort are already facing these decisions as they reach their 70’s.  Creating more senior housing options for this 
outsized generation will become an increasing focus among developers and policymakers alike over the next 20 
years. 
 
Implications for Milwaukie:   The baby boom generation’s share of Milwaukie’s population (28%) is slightly higher 
than that of the state (27%), and the nation (26.5%).  Milwaukie should expect to see the impacts of this 
generation’s lifestyle transitions to a similar degree. 
 
Over the coming 20 years, the baby boom generation will remain healthier and more independent for longer than 
their parents, meaning that the transition to retirement communities may be postponed or never undertaken for 
some of these households.  The youngest in this generation won’t reach the traditional retirement age for another 
15 years. 
 
Their housing legacy may be in leaving behind a large stock of suburban homes to younger generations over the 
next 20 years. 
 
A subset of the baby boom generation will be interested in opportunities to live in well-planned and safe mixed-
use communities in the future, including senior communities that allow seniors to age through multiple phases of 

                                                 
7 Most of this discussion draws from the following reports: 
  McIlwain, John.  “Housing in America: The Next Decade.”  ULI, 2010. 
  “State of the Nation’s Housing 2011.” Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2011. 
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post-retirement life into assisted care.  The demand from older households for multi-family housing opportunities 
in town centers should be significant enough to be addressed by the market, but should not be overstated.  Most 
retirees specify a preference to age in place as long as possible.  Also, older seniors may prefer or require single-
level housing. 
 
 

E. Millennial Generation Preferences 
As the baby boom generation moves through mid-life and into retirement, the millennial generation is emerging as 
the dominant demographic group of the future.  This generation, sometimes called the Echo Boomers or 
Generation Y, is actually larger than the baby boom generation at 83 million people.  Definitions vary, but 
members of this generation were born roughly between 1980 and 2000 and are now in their mid-teens to mid-
30’s.  As with the baby boomers, the difference between the older and younger members of this large cohort is 
significant. 
 
Aside from being large, this generation is in the prime years of defining popular culture as its greatest consumers.  
In broad strokes, the millennial generation is more technologically savvy, networked, environmentally and socially 
responsible than previous generations.  They value diversity and activity, and therefore gravitate to urban 
environments more-so than older generations. 
 
This generation grew up in a time of generally rising economic prosperity in the 1980’s and 1990’s, but many find 
themselves at a disadvantage in the current economy.  Quality entry-level jobs have been scarce since the 
recession, while average student debt has risen sharply.  Incomes for people younger than 35 have fallen over the 
last decade, meaning that this generation is starting from behind.  Many experts expect that over their lifetimes, 
millennials will make less money and have a more modest quality of life than their parents. 
 
The reported desire of this generation to live in an urban setting seems to be very real: 

 
A 2008 survey by RCLCO found that 77 percent of generation Y reports wanting to live in an 
urban core, not in the suburbs where they grew up.  They want to be close to each other, to 
services, to places to meet, and to work, and they would rather walk than drive.  They say they 
are willing to live in a smaller space in order to be able to afford this lifestyle.8 

 
A 2015 National Association of Realtors (NAR) survey of preferences found that those under 40 (which includes 
some of Generation X) place a higher priority on convenient alternatives to driving, revitalizing cities and suburbs, 
a mix of ages and ethnicities, and the availability of affordable housing. 
 
Given their age and current finances, this currently means that millennial households are much more likely to rent 
units than own.  Just as many older millennials reach life stages such as marriage and having children, housing 
prices have again begun climbing steeply in the Portland Metro area.   
 
Due to the recession, other members of this generation are currently living with their parents, or with multiple 
roommates, as evidenced by the decrease in the rate of household formation.  After 2008, the rate fell by more 
than half.  With an improving economy, this trend is now reversing, with household formation once again growing. 
The Millennial generation is likely to make up for lost time in forming new households and generating new demand 
for housing. 
 
Looking forward at the future housing needs of this large generation raises some questions.  While some currently 
demand rental housing in the urban core, they will be less well-positioned to afford central city housing as they 
change life-stages and seek ownership opportunities and room for families.   In the urban core, where many prefer 
to live, single-family homes will be scarce and expensive, owned mostly by Boomer and Generation X households 
(those born roughly between 1965 and 1980). 
 
Childless millennials may continue to accept smaller multi-family units in order to remain in their preferred 
neighborhoods, either continuing to rent, or buying condos.  But millennials with children will find many urban 

                                                 
8 McIlwain, John.  “Housing in America: The Next Decade.”  ULI, 2010. 
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options either too constrained or too expensive.  Like previous generations, they will seek a house with a yard at a 
price they can afford. 
 
This may create opportunities for close-in suburbs.  The millennial generation may eventually provide a stock of 
demand for the suburban single family homes vacated by the older generation.  Similarly, they will value well-
planned town centers in suburban locations.  Suburbs that are able to revitalize their traditional mixed-use town 
centers or create new ones may be more attractive to young refugees from the urban core. 
 
Younger millennials are expected to continue the trend of putting off child rearing until they are older, and 
therefore this trend may be slow to develop.  If they move to the suburbs, this generation may be more accepting 
of living in denser types of housing, such as attached single-family, even with children. 
 
Implications for Milwaukie:   It is generally believed that when millennials claim to prefer the urban core, they 
truly mean the center of a larger city such as Portland.  However, the eventual impacts of declining affordability 
and life-stage decisions are likely to cause some significant share of this generation to either never move into the 
urban core, or move back out at some point.  This trend has become apparent in recent years as a tight supply of 
housing for sale in the region has led to price escalation spreading outwards from central Portland.  Many first 
time homebuyers are looking further into other markets to find affordable housing opportunities. 
 
As of the 2010 Census, the generation born between 1980 and 2000 represented 27% of Milwaukie’s population, 
the same share as that found in Portland.  Milwaukie, like many suburban cities, can plan ahead for this generation 
by continuing to create mixed-use town centers which will provide some livability amenities.  Transit options and 
opportunities to walk and bike will also be attractive.  The newly opened MAX service will be a strong attractor for 
this cohort.  For all of their differences, good schools and a safe environment will appeal to millennial households 
just as much as preceding generations. 
 
The younger and lower income members of this generation will need a sufficient stock of multi-family rentals.  
Townhomes will likely represent larger share of for-sale starter homes. 
 
 

F. Immigration 
Immigration is expected to be one of the key drivers of population growth, and therefore housing need over the 
coming decades.  Immigrants and their U.S.-born children and grandchildren constitute one of the fastest growing 
population segments. 
 
While native households are expected to trend towards smaller households, fewer children, and more childless 
households, the number of families and children among immigrant communities is expected to grow.  
Demographers credit the growth in immigrant households with slowing the decline in household size.9 
 
The result of this rapid growth among immigrants and their children is that minorities are expected to account for 
most of the population growth between now and 2050.  Latinos and Asians are the key drivers of this trend. 
 
Immigrant households and their children have some key characteristics which impact their housing needs.  These 
households tend to be poorer and larger than average.  This means that many immigrants are reliant on rental 
housing, and often in lower-priced areas.  They may stay in rental housing for more of their lifetime than other 
populations. 
 
In rental and ownership housing, immigrants will need more space to house a larger average family size.  For this 
reason, suburbs will be increasingly attractive to immigrant households.  The old pattern of immigrants moving 
directly to a central city, and moving outwards in later generations has been reversed, and now many immigrant 
households move directly to suburban communities. 
 
Going forward, if home prices remain high in the central city, the stock of older large suburban homes will be 
attractive to immigrant households.  Suburban apartments also tend to be larger and offer more two and three 

                                                 
9 “State of the Nation’s Housing 2011.” Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2011. 
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bedroom units than central apartment properties.  Suburbs can expect the trends towards greater diversity to 
continue. 
 
Implications for Milwaukie:   As of the 2014 American Community survey, an estimated 7% of Milwaukie’s 
population is foreign-born, roughly equal to 2000.  This is a smaller share than the 10% found statewide. 
 
As of the 2014 American Community Survey, an estimated 7% of Milwaukie’s population is foreign-born, roughly 
equal to the share in 2000.  Of these, 36% were born in Asia, 34% were born in Europe, and roughly 20% were born 
in Latin America.  Like the general population, these segments have shown little change since 2000. 
 
In 2010, the percentage of the population speaking a language other than English at home was 6%, down from 8% 
in 2000.  

 
The immigrant population is not homogeneous and includes households ranging from political refugees, to 
relatives joining resident family members, to highly-skilled recruits to local companies.   

 
The main impact of these groups in Milwaukie and other suburbs will be continuing demand for low-to-moderate 
cost housing options, and the type of larger housing units already found in most suburbs.  As long as the policies 
and land inventory allow for the production of multi-family units, it will be possible to meet the rental need for 
immigrants and other populations.  Demand for for-sale housing will largely be met by older existing housing units, 
rather than new housing. 
 
 

G. Workforce Housing 
Many communities seek to better align housing opportunities with employment opportunities.  There are many 
benefits to housing the local workforce closer to the community in which the jobs are located, as well as bringing 
new employment closer to local households.  This arrangement helps keep economic activity within the 
community.  It also reduces local commuting, which helps reduce traffic congestion.  Residents have more 
transportation choices and shorter commute periods.  Many communities aspire to provide greater workforce 
housing opportunities in order to provide greater location equity among different classes of worker. 
 
In terms of housing, workforce housing generally means offering a full spectrum of housing in proximity to 
employment at different levels of affordability.  Depending on the community, there may be a lack of housing for 
lower-income workers who might have to commute from other communities.  Or there may be a lack of higher-
end or executive housing, meaning that higher-paid employees leave the community after work, bringing their 
financial and other resources with them.  While there is no standard definition, workforce housing often is used to 
describe housing for workers who are low to middle income but may not qualify for subsidized housing programs 
 
Implications for Milwaukie:   Figure 1.7 shows the inflow and outflow of commuters to Milwaukie according to the 
Census Employment Dynamics Database.  As of 2014, the most recent year available, the Census estimates 12,390 
jobs located in Milwaukie.  Only 678 of these, or 5.5%, are held by local residents, while over 11,700 employees 
commute into the city from elsewhere. 
 
Of the estimated 9,086 employed Milwaukie residents, 93% of them commute elsewhere to employment.  An 
estimated 45% of them commute to Portland for their primary job. 
 
While the number of residents working in Milwaukie seems quite low, this pattern is actually fairly consistent 
across communities, and particularly in an interconnected metropolitan area where many people live and work in 
different communities and spouses and other family members often do not work in the same community. 

 
Jobs/Household Ratio:  Milwaukie features a healthy jobs-to-households ratio.  There are an estimated 12,400 
jobs in the city of Milwaukie, and an estimated 9,100 Milwaukie residents in the labor force.  This represents 1.4 
jobs per household and more than one job per working adult.  Considering the proximity of other major employers 
in the south Metro area, there seems to be ample employment for Milwaukie’s population. 
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Conclusions on Anticipated Housing Trends 
These are the major demographic trends impacting future housing demand in Milwaukie, the region and nation.  
These trends were considered in building assumptions for the household growth projections presented in the 
following section. 
 
The general trends that Milwaukie can expect to see over the next 20 years include: 

 
 As demand increases, prices rise, and remaining land within the UGB is developed, denser forms of 

development and creative reuse of parcels through infill and redevelopment become more economically 
viable.  This is increasingly the case for developed parts of the Metro area such as Milwaukie, which offer 
few opportunities for large-scale development of single-family subdivisions.  Any growth that occurs will 
largely be accommodated by new housing within the current city boundary. 
 

 Baby boomer households will have a preference towards aging in place as long as possible, particularly for 
homeowners, and will on average be healthier longer than previous generations.  When they do transition 
to other housing, their stock of older existing single family homes will be attractive starter and move-up 
homes to younger family households. 
 

 Milwaukie is likely to be attractive to 20-something residents seeking relatively affordable living near 
transportation options and employment centers.  The city can continue to attract this cohort by 
encouraging mixed use areas and urban-style amenities such as multi-modal environments, shopping and 
entertainment, and open space.  Some in this generation is already starting young families and will be well 
into middle age during the 20-year planning period.  More of these households may move from areas like 
central Portland to communities like Milwaukie for affordable housing, more space, and schools. 
 

 Milwaukie has a modest foreign-born population at 7%, less than the statewide percentage.  As with the 
rest of the state and nation, immigrants will continue to make up an increasing share of households in 
coming decades.  While not homogeneous, these household on average tend to be larger, have lower 
incomes and are more likely to rent their homes than the average household. 
 

 Milwaukie, like many Metro-area communities, currently has an estimated shortage of housing available 
to the lowest-income households, particularly rental units. 
 

 The following section presents the projected future housing needs and provides more detail on 
methodology, assumptions and findings. 
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V. FUTURE HOUSING NEEDS - 2036 (CITY OF MILWAUKIE) 
 
The projected future (20-year) housing profile (Figure 5.1) in the study area is based on the current housing profile, 
multiplied by an assumed projected future household growth rate.  The projected future growth is based on 
population and household estimates for 2040 generated by Metro and reviewed by the City of Milwaukie during 
the 2015 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) update process, which were then adjusted for the year 2036. 
 

FIGURE 5.1: FUTURE HOUSING PROFILE (2036)  

SOURCE

2016 Population (Minus Group Pop.) 20,331 2010 Census, PSU

Projected Annual Growth Rate 0.50% Based on Metro 2014 RTP Metro

2036 Population (Minus Group Pop.) 22,465

Estimated group housing population: 239 Share of tota l  pop (1.1%) held constant from 2010 Census US Census

Total Estimated 2036 Population: 22,704 Metro 2040 forcast for 2016 RTP, reviewed by Ci ty Metro

Estimated Non-Group 2036 Households: 9,899 Metro 2040 forcast for 2016 RTP, reviewed by Ci ty Metro

New Households 2016 to 2036 1,068

Avg. Household Size: 2.27 2036 Non-Group Pop./ Non-Group Households

Total Housing Units: 10,419 Based on estimated 5% vacancy rate

Occupied Housing Units: 9,899 (= Number of Non-Group Households)

Vacant Housing Units: 520 (Total  Units  - Occupied Units )

Projected Vacancy Rate: 5.0% (Vacant Units/ Total  Units )

PROJECTED FUTURE HOUSING CONDITIONS (2016 - 2036)

 
Sources:  Metro Regional Transportation Plan (2015), PSU Population Research Center, Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS LLC 
*Projections are applied to estimates of 2014 population, household and housing units shown in Figure 1.1 

 
The model projects growth in the number of non-group households over 20 years of roughly 1,070 households, 
with accompanying population growth of 2,150 new residents.  (The number of households differs from the 
number of housing units, because the total number of housing units includes a percentage of vacancy.  Projected 
housing unit needs are discussed below.) 
 

PROJECTION OF FUTURE HOUSING UNIT DEMAND (2036) 
The profile of future housing demand was derived using the same methodology used to produce the estimate of 
current housing need. This estimate includes current and future households, but does not include a vacancy 
assumption.  The vacancy assumption is added in the subsequent step.  Therefore the need identified below is the 
total need for actual households in occupied units (9,899). 
 
The analysis considered the propensity of households at specific age and income levels to either rent or own their 
home, in order to derive the future need for ownership and rental housing units, and the affordable cost level of 
each.  The projected need is for all 2036 households and therefore includes the needs of current households. 

 
The price levels presented here use the same assumptions regarding the amount of gross income applied to 
housing costs, from 30% for low income households down to 20% for the highest income households.   
 
The affordable price level for ownership housing assumes 30-year amortization, at an interest rate of 6%, with 15% 
down payment. Because of the impossibility of predicting variables such as interest rates 20 years into the future, 
these assumptions were kept constant from the estimation of current housing demand.  Income levels and price 
levels are presented in 2016 dollars. 
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Figure 5.2 presents the projected occupied future housing demand (current and new households, without vacancy) 
in 2036. 

 
FIGURE 5.2: PROJECTED OCCUPIED FUTURE HOUSING DEMAND (2036) 

Price Range # Units % of Units Cumulative

$0k - $90k 231 3.8% 3.8%

$90k - $130k 469 7.7% 11.5%

$130k - $190k 366 6.0% 17.5%

$190k - $240k 831 13.7% 31.2%

$240k - $300k 1,150 18.9% 50.1%

$300k - $380k 1,140 18.7% 68.8%

$380k - $490k 822 13.5% 82.3%

$490k - $580k 420 6.9% 89.3%

$580k - $770k 414 6.8% 96.1%

$770k + 240 3.9% 100.0%

Totals: 6,083 % of All: 61.5%

Rent # Units % of Units Cumulative

$0 - $400 658 17.2% 17.2%

$400 - $600 450 11.8% 29.0%

$600 - $900 450 11.8% 40.8%

$900 - $1100 508 13.3% 54.1%

$1100 - $1400 910 23.9% 78.0%

$1400 - $1800 470 12.3% 90.3%

$1800 - $2300 177 4.6% 94.9%

$2300 - $2700 96 2.5% 97.5%

$2700 - $3600 34 0.9% 98.3%

$3600 + 63 1.7% 100.0% All Units

Totals: 3,816 % of All: 38.5% 9,899

Rental

Ownership

 
Sources:  Claritas, Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS 

 
It is projected that the homeownership rate in Milwaukie will increase somewhat over the next 20 years to 61%, 
approaching the current statewide average (62%).  This is because the income and age cohorts that are projected 
to grow the most are expected to exhibit a stronger propensity to own than rent on average.  These cohorts 
include the younger baby boomers who are more likely to own than rent, as well as the Millennial generation 
which will be in prime homebuying/child-rearing age and have increasing incomes as their careers progress.  The 
shift to older and relatively higher income households is moderate, but is projected to increase the 
homeownership rate somewhat.  At the same time, the number of lower income households seeking affordable 
rentals is also anticipated to grow. 
 

COMPARISON OF FUTURE HOUSING DEMAND TO CURRENT HOUSING INVENTORY 
The profile of occupied future housing demand presented above (Figure 5.2) was compared to the current housing 
inventory presented in the previous section to determine the total future need for new housing units by type and 
price range (Figure 5.3). 
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This estimate includes a vacancy assumption.  As reflected by the most recent Census data, and as is common in 
most communities, the vacancy rate for rental units is typically higher than that for ownership units (7% vs. 3% in 
2010).  While the vacancy rate in the Metropolitan region is much lower as of 2016 (estimated as low as 2.4%), a 
higher vacancy rate is assumed for the purpose of this analysis. This analysis maintains the discrepancy between 
rental and ownership units going forward, so that the vacancy rate for rentals is assumed to be higher than the 
overall average, while the vacancy rate for ownership units is assumed to be less. 

 
FIGURE 5.3:  PROJECTED FUTURE NEED FOR NEW HOUSING UNITS (2036) 
CITY OF MILWAUKIE 

Single Family 

Detached

Single Family 

Attached
2-unit

3- or 4-

plex

5+ Units 

MFR

Mobile 

home

Boat, RV, 

other temp

Total 

Units
% of Units

Cummulative 

%

$0k - $90k 0 0 0 0 13 10 0 23 2.7% 2.7%

$90k - $130k 94 13 18 18 73 0 0 215 26.2% 29.0%

$130k - $190k 47 43 0 0 3 0 0 92 11.3% 40.2%

$190k - $240k 153 103 0 0 0 0 0 257 31.3% 71.6%

$240k - $300k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 71.6%

$300k - $380k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 71.6%

$380k - $490k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 71.6%

$490k - $580k 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 3.7% 75.3%

$580k - $770k 156 0 0 0 0 0 0 156 19.1% 94.4%

$770k + 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 46 5.6% 100.0%

Totals: 527 160 18 18 88 10 0 820 % All Units: 71.3%

Percentage: 64.3% 19.5% 2.2% 2.1% 10.7% 1.2% 0.0% 100.0%

Single Family 

Detached

Single Family 

Attached
2-unit

3- or 4-

plex

5+ Units 

MFR

Mobile 

home

Boat, RV, 

other temp

Total 

Units
% of Units

Cummulative 

%

$0 - $400 0 0 0 0 141 0 0 141 42.8% 42.8%

$400 - $600 0 0 0 4 99 0 0 103 31.2% 74.0%

$600 - $900 0 0 11 31 10 0 0 52 15.8% 89.8%

$900 - $1100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 89.8%

$1100 - $1400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 89.8%

$1400 - $1800 0 2 15 0 8 0 0 26 7.8% 97.5%

$1800 - $2300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 97.5%

$2300 - $2700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 97.5%

$2700 - $3600 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 1.0% 98.5%

$3600 + 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 1.5% 100.0%

Totals: 0 10 27 36 258 0 0 330 % All Units: 28.7%

Percentage: 0.0% 3.0% 8.0% 10.8% 78.1% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Single Family 

Detached

Single Family 

Attached*
2-unit

3- or 4-

plex

5+ Units 

MFR

Mobile 

home

Boat, RV, 

other temp

Total 

Units
% of Units

Totals: 527 170 44 53 346 10 0 1,150 100%

Percentage: 45.8% 14.8% 3.8% 4.6% 30.1% 0.9% 0.0% 100.0%

Sources : PSU Population Research Center, Clari tas  Inc., Census , Johnson Economics

* Uses Census definition, including townhomes/rowhouses and duplexes attached side-by-side, seperately metered.

OWNERSHIP HOUSING

Multi-Family

Price Range

RENTAL HOUSING

Multi-Family

Price Range

TOTAL HOUSING UNITS

Multi-Family

 
 Sources:  Metro 2035 forecast, Claritas, Census, JOHNSON ECONOMICS LLC  
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 The results show a need for 1,150 new housing units by 2036. 

 Of the new units needed, roughly 71% are projected to be ownership units, while 29% are projected to be 
rental units.  This is because the homeownership rate in Milwaukie is expected to rise modestly over the 20-
year period.  Therefore the net new units represented in this table are more greatly weighted towards 
ownership units. 

 The table shows no new need for housing the middle of the pricing spectrum.  This is because these are the 
price levels where a majority of the city’s housing is currently found.  Therefore, what Figure 5.3 represents is 
that units are not needed in these middle price points but rather at higher and lower price points.   

 The greatest need for both ownership and rental units is found at lower price points than what is currently 
available.  This reflects the findings shown in Figure 2.6 that an estimated 37% of Milwaukie households 
currently pay more than 30% of their income towards housing costs.  It is a pattern seen across many Metro 
area communities. 

 
 

Needed Unit Types 
The mix of needed unit types shown in Figure 5.3 reflects both past trends and anticipated future trends.  Since 
2000, detached single family units have constituted an estimated 74% of permitted units in Milwaukie (182 total).  
However, as discussed in Section IV, the types of housing that Milwaukie and other Metro communities should 
expect to see going forward will include more attached housing types and increased density overall.  This is due to 
the developed nature of the Milwaukie within its current city boundary and limited ability to expand into 
undeveloped areas.  This trend also reflects the region-wide policy to house most future growth within the current 
UGB. 
 
In keeping with this anticipated trend, and the developable land available to Milwaukie (discussed in the next 
section), single family units are expected to make up less of the overall new housing development over the next 20 
years, while still remaining a majority of the new ownership housing. 
 
 46% of the new units are projected to be single family detached homes, while 54% is projected to be some 

form of attached housing, and under 1% are projected to be mobile homes. 

 Single family attached units (townhomes on individual lots) are projected to meet over 15% of future need.  
These are defined as units on separate taxlots, attached by a wall but separately metered, the most common 
example being townhome units.  

 Duplex through four-plex units are projected to represent an additional 9% of the total need.  Duplex units 
would include a detached single family home with an accessory dwelling unit on the same lot, or with a 
separate unit in the home (for instance, a rental basement unit.) 

 30% of all needed units are projected to be multi-family in structures of 5+ attached units. 

 0.9% of new needed units are projected to be mobile home units, which meet the needs of some low-income 
households for both ownership and rental. 

 Of ownership units, 64% are projected to be single-family homes, and an additional 20% are projected to be 
attached single-family homes. 

 New rental units are projected to be overwhelmingly found in new attached buildings, with 78% projected in 
rental properties of 5 or more units, and 11% in buildings of three to four units. 

 

Needed Affordability Levels 
 
 The needed affordability levels presented here are based on current 2016 dollars.  Over time, incomes and 

housing costs will both inflate, so the general relationship projected here is expected to remain unchanged. 
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 The future needed affordability types (2036) reflect the same relationship shown in the comparison of current 
(2016) need and supply (shown in Figure 3.4).  Generally, based on income levels there is a shortage of units in 
the lowest pricing levels, particularly for renter households. 

 Figure 5.3 presents the net new housing unit need over the next 20 years.  Figure 5.3 shows a that in order for 
projected new renter households in 2036 to pay 30% or less of their income towards housing, a total of 296 
additional rental units affordable at $900 or less would be required. 

 HOWEVER, there is also a strong current need for more affordable units.  In order for all households, current 
and new to pay 30% or less of their income towards housing in 2036, a total of 1,189 rental units affordable at 
$900 or less would be required.  This indicates that some of the current supply, while it shows up as existing 
available housing, would need to become less expensive to meet the needs of current households. 

 There is a lack of new need in the middle home price and rental spectrum ($900 to $1,400 and $1,800 to 
$2,700).  As was discussed in the comparison of current need and supply, this reflects where the majority of 
market-rate rent levels are at the current time.  As with the 2016 comparison, a future need is projected for 
both low-rent, but also higher rent units including single-family homes for rent.  This analysis shows that some 
renter households have the ability pay for a larger, newer and/or higher quality unit than may be currently 
available. 

 Projected needed ownership units show the same basic relationship, with a need for fewer units valued at 
$240,000 to $490,000.  (This reflects the estimated value of the total housing stock, and not necessarily the 
average pricing for housing currently for sale.)  Meanwhile, there is an estimated need for less expensive 
ownership housing opportunities (587 net new units, and 1,188 total units). 
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VI. RECONCILIATION OF FORECASTED NEED AND BUILDABLE CAPACITY 
 
This section presents the results of the Buildable Lands Inventory (BLI) as recently revised and confirmed by the 
City of Milwaukie, based on the preliminary Buildable Lands Inventory prepared by Metro. 
 
The following table present the estimated new unit capacity of the buildable lands identified in the City of 
Milwaukie.  There is a total remaining capacity for nearly 2,919 units of different types within the study area. 
 

FIGURE 6.1:  ESTIMATED BUILDABLE LANDS CAPACITY BY RESIDENTIAL UNIT (2016) 
 

CITY OF MILWAUKIE CAPACITY TOTAL

SFR Zones

R-5 244 244

R-7 680 680

R-7PD 0 0

R10 139 139

R-10PD 21 21

OS 6 6

MDR Zones

R-2 608 608

R-2.5 0 0

R-3 473 473

R-3 0 0

MFR & MUR Zones

R-1 0 0

R-1-B 52 52

DMU 441 441

GMU 181 181

NMU 74 74

Totals: 1,090 1,081 748 2,919

Single 

Family 

Detached

Medium-

Density 

Attached*

Multi- 

Family

Unit Type

 
* Medium Density Residential (MDR) units include single-famliy attached (townhomes) to four-plexes.  
Multi-family Units (MFR) are defined as units in attached structures of 5 units or more. 
Source:  City of Milwaukie, Angelo Planning Group, Metro 

 
Maps of the BLI for Single Family and Multi-Family Residential are appended at the end of this report. 

 
The following table presents a summary of the buildable lands divided between the “vacant” buildable acreage 
found, and the “redevelopment” acreage found.  Parcels identified for redevelopment are those which are 
currently developed at some level, but have potential to accommodate additional development.  A common 
example in Milwaukie is a single family home on a large lot.  For the purposes of the Buildable Land Inventory, this 
home is counted as part of current inventory and expected to remain, while the lot itself is counted as offering 
some additional future capacity through partition or other infill method. 
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FIGURE 6.2:  ESTIMATED BUILDABLE LANDS CAPACITY BY LAND TYPE (2016) 

Geography
Housing Units 

(Vacant)

Resid. Acres 

(Vacant)

Housing Units 

(Redev.)

Resid. Acres 

(Redev.)

Housing Units 

(Total)

Resid. Acres 

(Total)

City of Milwaukie 512 42.9 2,407 305.8 2,919 348.7

UGMA (Clackamas Co.) 832 93.4 1,613 181.0 2,445 274.4

Grand Total 1,344 136.3 4,020 486.8 5,364 623.1

Vacant Land Redevelopment Land Total Land

 
Source:  City of Milwaukie, Angelo Planning Group, Metro 

 
 
As shown in the preceding tables and text, the supply of buildable land includes properties zoned to accommodate 
a variety of housing types.  Single-family residential zones with larger minimum lot sizes (e.g., R5, R7 and R10 
zones) will accommodate single-family detached housing.  Medium density residential zones (R2 and R3) will 
accommodate single-family attached homes (e.g., townhomes or rowhouses, duplexes and tri-plexes) and multi-
family and mixed use zones can accommodate high density housing (apartments).  Other characteristics of the land 
supply include: 
 
 A significant portion of the supply (approximately 80%) is in the form of properties with the potential for infill 

or redevelopment.  This percentage is even higher for land zoned primarily for single family detached 
development.  Stated differently, only 20% of the land capacity is found on completely vacant parcels, with 
relatively few larger parcels available for “greenfield” development of single-family detached homes.   

 The predominance of redevelopment capacity over vacant capacity has potential policy and cost implications 
for future residential development.  For example, it can be more challenging to develop on infill sites for a 
variety of reasons.  Sites may only be suitable for small partitions or flag lots which impact the efficiency of 
and access to new development and homes.  Infill development often generates opposition from surrounding 
property owners, particularly if the scale or density of the new development differs from the look and feel of 
the surrounding neighborhood.  At the same time, some infrastructure is less costly to provide, given that local 
streets, water and sewer lines are often already in place to serve the new development. 

 The bulk of the capacity for new multi-family residential development is found in the City’s mixed use zones 
(DMU and GMU), with a substantial portion of the capacity (about 40%) found on two large vacant sites 
adjacent to Railroad Avenue – the Murphy and McFarlanes sites.  The fact that these are large, vacant sites 
makes them good candidates for future development.  However, the fact that such a small number of 
property owners control a significant portion of this capacity could represent a challenge.  Other sites with 
capacity for multi-family development are primarily made up of surface parking areas or other 
underdeveloped portions of properties within the City’s downtown.  These sites have locational advantages 
for development of higher density housing, particularly in relation to trends and housing preferences 
described earlier in this report (e.g., proximity to commercial services and other amenities, as well as access to 
light rail transit). At the same time, they may face impediments to this type of development. 

 There is generally adequate capacity to meet projected future housing needs within the existing city limits and 
this housing needs analysis is focused on that area.  At the same time, additional capacity exists in the Urban 
Growth Management Area (UGMA), with several large, vacant parcels directly adjacent to the city limits 
having the capacity for a significant number of detached single family units.  To the extent that obstacles to 
development associated with infill properties within the city limits serve as impediments to realizing 
development capacity within the planning horizon, annexation of these parcels could provide additional 
capacity for future housing. 
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The following tables summarize the forecasted future unit need for the City of Milwaukie.  These are the 
summarized results from Section V of this report. 

 

FIGURE 6.3:  SUMMARY OF FORECASTED FUTURE UNIT NEED (2036) 
 

Single Family 

Detached

Single Family 

Attached*
2-unit

3- or 4-

plex

5+ Units 

MFR

Mobile 

home

Boat, RV, 

other temp

Total 

Units
% of Units

Totals: 527 170 44 53 346 10 0 1,150 100%

Percentage: 45.8% 14.8% 3.8% 4.6% 30.1% 0.9% 0.0% 100.0%

TOTAL HOUSING UNITS

Multi-Family

 
Sources:  Metro RTP, PSU Population Research Center, Claritas Inc., Census, Johnson Economics 

 
 

Comparison of Housing Need and Capacity 
There is a total forecasted need for 1,150 units over the next 20 years.  This is well below the estimated capacity of 
2,919 units.  As Figure 6.4 below demonstrates, there is sufficient capacity to accommodate all projected new unit 
types.  After this need is accommodated, there is an estimated remaining capacity of over 1,700 additional units. 
 
 

FIGURE 6.4:  COMPARISON OF FORECASTED FUTURE UNIT NEED (2036) WITH AVAILABLE CAPACITY 
 

CITY OF MILWAUKIE CAPACITY TOTAL

Totals: 1,090 1,081 748 2,919

PROJECTED NEW FUTURE NEED TOTAL

New Need by 2036: 537 267 346 1,150

PROJECTED SURPLUS CAPACITY TOTAL

(CITY CAPACITY - NEEDED UNITS)

Estimated Unit Capacity: 553 814 402 1,769

Medium-

Density 

Attached*

Multi- 

Family

Single 

Family 

Detached

Medium-

Density 

Attached*

Multi- 

Family

Single 

Family 

Detached

Single 

Family 

Detached

Medium-

Density 

Attached*

Multi- 

Family

Unit Type

 
Sources:  City of Milwaukie BLI, Johnson Economics 

 
 
FINDING:  There is currently sufficient buildable capacity within Milwaukie to accommodate projected need.  Much 
of this capacity is in the form of parcels with the potential for infill or redevelopment for future single family 
detached and attached units, along with a small number of large parcels with the capacity for multi-family 
development.  The character of this supply can help guide housing policy and strategy recommendations to be 
included in subsequent reports for this planning effort and ultimately integrated in the City’s updated 
Comprehensive Plan. 
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